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BATTLE OF
BRAINS ON
BETWEEN JEROME AND EVANS
—BEGAN WITH OPENING
OF TRIAL.
Doctor Stated Thaw Was Insane
When He Shot and Killed
Stanford White.
New York, March I.—Dr. Evans
definitely stated shortly afternoon
that the time Thaw shot and killed
Stanford White he was insane, suf-
fering an explosive outbreak of
adolescent inesnity. Ile said cases of
adolescent insanity had been known to
clear up over night.
New York, March r.—When the
Thaw ttial opened this morning Dis-
trict attorney Jerome announced that
there has been received a second pack-
age of letters from J. D. Lyon, the
'Pittsburg banker, who until Novem-
ber, last, had custody of Thaw's will.
The latter, received today acre
written to Mr Lyon by Thaw while
in the Tombs, and all bear dates sub-
sequert to June 25, last. Mr. Lyon
first sent on only letters written prior
to the roof-garden tragedy.
Mr. Jerome was very anxious to
have the later letters, and they were
sent on by consent of Thaa's attor-
neys. The letters are held subject to
the court's orders.
Dr. Itritton D. Evans was recalled
as soon as the letters from Pittsburg
had been examined by counsel. and
Mr. Jerome continued his cross-exami-
nation of the alienist.
Ob)ection Sustained.
'Taking all the letters you have
resit in the light of all you know
about the case, what is your opinion
as to tFe mental condition of this de•
fendant at the time he wrote these
letter.'' was Mr. Jerome's first ques-
tion.
Mr. Delmat promptly objected on
the ground that the question assumed
that the wituess had knowledge that
was eot in evidence.
Nfr. Jerome withdrew the question,
and asked the witness if he had any
knowledge of acts that have not been
testified to. An argument was the Write on Face.
rash. Mr. Jerome claiming that the The Las received
.-only point In the case 'was whether from the first assistant poetmaster
or not the defendant was insane when general instructions to the effect that
the homicide was committed. He vras on and afer March t. all post cards,
anxious, he said, to bring out all the
facts.
Dr Evans was allowed to answer,
and said that so far as he could re- there Sc a message on the address side
call he had told all of importance that of the card. Heretofore letter pot-
he could remember of what he had tage has been required on the post
heard and seen on the first three visits
•s; Thaw in the Tombs.
"Taking everything that you have
testified to into consideration. setae
in your opinion, was the mental con-
dition of the defendant when he wrote
those letters" asked Mr Jerome.
Mental Instability.
He wts in a state of mental insta-
bility."
/ "Do you mean he was insane?"
"Not necessarily. He was in a state
-of mental unsteadiness."
Jerome handed the witness a
copy of the later Thaw wrote to An-
y Comstock complaining that
"dens of vice" were maitained by
Stanford 'White. and "other rich
scoundrels," for the ruin of young
After Dr. Evans had examined
paper. some twenty minutes Mr.
rome asked him if anything in the
ter syggested the mental state of
writer'.
"It shows." said the expert. "that his.
mind seemed to be running on young
women and their supposed wrongs"
"Anything else?"




"I don't think there
the letter for anybody
that."
ISTER.
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WADED CHILLY WATERS
OF OBION TO ES-
CAPE AN OFFICER.
Deputy Sheriff R. B. Wallace, of
Wings), says he will chase a man on
the ground but when it comes to
jumping in creeks he draws the line,
although he succeeded in serving the
necessary legal papers on a young
man Tuesday after the latter had
;tatted a stream of water.
Officer Wallace had a subpoena for
Foster Willingham, of near Cuba,
and, after a lively chase of some dis-
tance with the officer right on the
hetls of the fleeing man, the latter
leaped into Obion creek almost to his
neck. After reaching the opposite
shore Officer Wallace read the papers
to him while he stood across the
stream. Willimgham was soaking
wea and chilled by the cold waters
and lost no time in making a change
of clothing while Mr. Wallace was





ACCUSES HIM OF EM-
BEZZLEMENT,
Anyone Can Now Write Upon the
Front of the Post-Cards--
Buchanan Named.
Deputy United States :Marshal
Wade Brown returned yesterday
morning from Fulton county with
Elbert M. tephenson, whom he
locked up at the county jail, pending
an examining trial the young fellow
will be given on the charge of em-
bezzlement of government funds
Stephenson had been rural mail car-
rier out of the Casey postoffice near
Wickliffe, but was recently dismissed.
Charges of embezzlement were then
lodged against him and he was ar-
rested and brought here for 'trial
which will be given by Commissioner







so say as to
EDITOR NOMINATED.
John L. Smith Democratic Candi-
date for Legislature.
i 'ammo Ts1"--"`"—ngourciog
Eddyville, Ky., Mardi t.—John
Smith was nominated here yesterday
by the democratic convention as a
candidate for representative from this,
the Sixth legislative, district, com-
posed of Lyon and Marshall counties.
County Judge H. B. Holland, of
Benton, presided, and R. L. White, of
Eddrrille, acted as secretary. The
resolutions indorsing Gov. Baekhant's
administration and advocating iro.e.
provement of public roads were
adopted.
—March came in yesterday like a
lion, and will go out like a lamb,
hence early spring.
•
or private mailing cards, will be ad-
mitted to the mails on the payment
of one cent postage, even though
cards when anything other than the
address appeared on the face of the
card. This order, however, does not
apply to postal cards issued the
government.
The order is the result of the fact
that a great many post cards have
pictures on the reverse side, taking up
practically all the space, thus making
it an impossibility to write more than
a word or two around the photo-
graph.
Rural Mail Carriers.
Edward R. Buchanan was yester-
day appointed the regular rural mail
carrier for route No. 3, succeeding
the late Boyd Shemwell, who was ac-
cidentally burned to death. Carroll
T.evan twas made substitute car-
rier.
MUST PAY FOR INJURIES.
Committee Favors Act Holding Em-
ployers for Fault of Agents.
Springfield. III., March i —The
house committee on corporations, of
which Mr. Chiperfield is chairman, to-
day reported out Curran'. "fellow-
servant" bill. This is the first gen-
eral anti-corporation measure to be
repotted favorably by a house com-
mittee this session.
E. R. Wright, president of the
State Federation of Labor, spoke at
length in dbehalf of the measure and
demanded that the rule of fellow ser-
vants be abolished in Illinois. Several
modified "fellow-servant" bills are
pending in the house and senate, but
the Curran measure is the most revo-
lutionary of all.
The bill provides that any corpora-
tion, firm or person who employs
agents or servants in any occupation,
such agents or servants being in the
exercise of due care, shall be liable to
respond in damages for injuries or
death trstained by any such agent or
employe resulting from the careless-
ne-ss or negligence of any other em-
ploye in the same manner and to the
same extent as if the carelessness or
negligence causing the injury or death
was that of the employer.
—Mr. Blaine Kilgore' is con-
valescing from an attack of fever.
CONTESTED CASH ALUMNI ASS'N
GOES TO FIRM NAMED OFFICERS





JUDGE REED HEARD ARGU-
MENTS FOR NEW TRIAL OF
REDDICK VS. VAUGHAN.
Mary and S. M. Callen Sued J. M. L.
Russell for Money Claimed Due
On a $1,575 Note.
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
court yesterday decided that the
$2,000. with some discount deductions,
belonged to E. Rehkopf Saddlery
company, and not to the E. Rehkopf
individual bankrupt estate. The money
was paid by New Orleans parties Who
hid bought goods front the Rchkopf
firm. The Relikopf individual estate
claimed the money, as did the Reh-
kopf firm estate, and the referee or-
dered it paid into the bands of Trustee
Cecil Reed for the firm estate, to be
used in paying off the creditors.
The first Monday of April was set
by the ieferee as the time for Trustee
Boyd to sell Mr. Rehkopf's private
property. The personal property
will be sold for spot cash
while the real estate will be disposed
of, the terms being one-third of the
purchase price cash and the remain-
der payable in three and six months
time.
Argue For New Trial.
The arguments were made before
Judge Reed yesterday in the circuit
court, in the litigation where de-
fendants want a new trial of the suit
of J. T. Reddick against Sol C.
Vaughan, Mattie Boone, Bertie Dab-
ney and Mrs. Frank l. Scott. The
court has not yet passed on the ap-
plication for thc second hearing
Plaintiff, J. T. Reddick, ten days ago
got judgment for $1,too against de-
fendants, it beinit the mom* di prem-
iums he advanced on the life insur-
ance policy on life of Sol C. Vaughan.
Suit for Note.
Mary and S. M. Callen filed in the
circuit court a suit against J. M. L.
Russell for $1,575 less Sim credit.
The plaintiff claims that November /0,
tgo6, they sold Russell and the Fooks-
Acree lumber company certain land
in the county. and defendants gave a
$1,575 note payable in sixty days in
payment of the ground. Only $too
has been paid off the note and plain-
tiffs now sue for the remainder, and
also asks the court to prevent defend-
ants from cutting any more timber
off the land.
Property Sold.
Walter Fortson has sold to Tony
and John Isemen for Sc and other
considerntiorra property on Wood-
ward street. The deed was filed yes-
terday with the county clerk for rec-
ord.
E. M. Kennedy sold to Wid Ken-
nedy for $c and other considerations
property on Kinkead stret.
Land on the old Clinton road was
bought of the Fidelity and Deposit
company by F. M. MicGlathery for $1
and other considerations.
Martha Ia „Fowler transferred to
W. C. O'Bryan for $1 and other con-
siderations property in the O'Bryan
addition.
E. M. Kennedy bought from Gip
Husbands for $150, property on Kin-
kead street.
W. B. Walters transferred to Matil-
da James for $106 property on Reed
avenue.
For $250 property on Guthrie
avenue was sold by Mamie Wheeler
to M. S. Throgmorton.
Mary, Adine. Cherie' and Susie
Morton transferred to each other an
equal portion of the Morton property
on Broadway near Sixth street.
Peanut Injunction.
_ Judge Reed expects to take up to-
day and hear evidence in the
injunction preceeding the Southern
Peanut company procured against
Judge Cross of the police court to
prevent the latter front trying the
warrant John W. Holmes got out
against the peanut people, charging
them with maintaining a nuisance.
—The Salvation Army this evening
begins using its barracks ,at 130
Broadway whdre hereafter nht,ly
worship will be held at 7:30 o'clock,
and Sunday wors'hip at ti a. ns, 3
p iii.. and 7:,3o p. Tn.
•••.
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HANNA, 2 WIVE % 3 BOYS, 2
DIVORCES, A HAPPY FAMILY CLAIMED THIS
Second Partner of Senator's Son
Friends With First, Says
Mother. AS HIS HOME
New York, March i.-'It is true I
THE OLD CORPS CONTINUED 
that my daughter is seeking a divorce
IN SERVICE FOR AN- 
from Dan R. Hanna," said Mrs. Char- NEAL PRINCE, WHO DIED OUT
OTHER YEAR. 
les Gordon, mother of the wife of the WESTc.CLAIMHEDostz.PADU-
iate Ohio senator's son today. "I 
AH S 
will say, however, that the story that
my daughter objected to Mir. Hanna's
FIRST YEAR'S EXISTENCE courteous relations with his former LETTER RECEIVED LOOKINGBEEN VERY SUCCESSFUL 
wile is absurd. daughter is onMONEY friendly terms with the previous TOWARDS LOCATING FRIENDSMrs. Hanna, who is now Mrs. Statto
ni Cincinnati. The fact is that Mr.
AND Hanna fs very fond of his three boys,
and no matter what his feelings may
be toward their mother he cannot
be other than courteous toward her."
The papers in Mrs. Hanna's suit
have been drawn and will be filed in
a few days. Mrs. Hanna has resumed John Hill, Colored, Cut in Fight in





Mr. Ashley Robertson, the Trustee,
Is Convalescing From Attack
of Pneumonia.
Preodent—Mrs. A. R. Meyers.
First vice president—Mass Adah
firazleton.
Sec aid vice president—Mrs. Hal S.
Corbett.
Recording secretary—Mrs. John J.
Dorian.
Corresponding secretary — Miss
Elisabeth Sinnott.
Treasurer—Mr. Richard Scott.
The above mentioned were yester-
day re-elected to serve in the respec-
tive capacities for another twelve
months during the meeting of The
Paderih High School Alumni aasocia-
ticat at the Washington building on
West Broadway. Yesterday was the
time for the selection of officers and
tbe unanimous re-election of the old
ones shows the satisfactory and ex-
cellett manner in which they have
handed matters during the first
,twiIve months existence of the organ-
ization, which is comprised of gradu-
atea of the Paducah public schools.
The attendance was quite large yes-
te y considerino the bad weather
a rain, and the members are highly
ph ed at the success of the first
year of the association. They have
sevility members, including the
briAtast and best known residents of
the city, and they have been conduct-
ing monthly sessions for the past year
, The assemblies have proved unus-
ually entertaining and instructive. as
Nervy wed musical features prevail,
whiN'throug'h medium of titt organ-
ization there has again been brought
dos/ together girlhood and boyhood
friends who after graduation drifted
into different channels and finally
neaIy away from their childhood as-
soc tes altogether. A fine paper on
"Ss ncy Laniees Works and Life" by
Nit's. A. R. Meyer was the literary
feature of yesterday
Professors Here.
Professor W. T. Thornburg of
Aberdeen, Miss. and Professor S. H.
SPraigins of Helena, Ark.. arrived yes-
terday morning from their respective
cities, in the interest of their candi-
dacy for the position of superintend-
ent of the-Paducah public schools, to
supersede C. M. Licb. Mr. Spragin.s
returned home last night. while Mr
Thornburg will he here a day or two.
The latter is a young man of about
thirty-five while Mr. Spragina seems
a year or two younger, and wears
glasses.
As all the applicants for the Posi-
tion have now made their per-a:mai
appearance here and been conferred
with by the trustees, it is more than
probable that the election will be held
next Tuesday evening, and then
crhosen the man who will have con-
trol of the city schools for one year.
commencing the first of next August.
Coming Along Nicely.
Mr. Ashley Robertson, the school
trustee, is convalescing from his re-
cent attack of pneumonia at his home
on Clay near Tenth street. He was
dangerously ill for several weeks and
the physicians at certain periods




Bloomington, Ill., March r—Thom-
as Baldwin, a rich farmer and former
merchant, of Cohfax, shot and killed
Charles Kennedy and wife and Mrs.
Sim Eisman and daughter Cora.
Baldwin was arrested. Baldwin,
who is sixty-eight years old and a
widower, is under bond, charged with
criminal assault on Cora Eisman, who
was but fourteen ywars of age. He
had settled with the girl's father for
a sum of money, but was subsequent-
ly arrested, and blamed the Kennedys
and Mrs. Eisman for the prosecu-
tion.
—Mrs. John K. Hendrick is rapidly
recovering from a several weeks' con..
finernent with la grippe.
Al•





SIX HOGSHEADS OF TOBACCO
ROLLED INTO RIVER AT
ROCK CASTLE.
Masked Men Rode Into Town, Intimi-
dated the Citizens and Did
Their Work.
Clarksville, Tenn , March t.—Six
'hogsheads of tobacco consigned to the
Clarksville market were rolled its the
Cumberland river this morning about
o'clock at Rock Castle, Ky., a land-
ing about eighty miles front here, and
badly damaged. The tobacco was
owned by S. M. Holland and W. Wal-
lace, prominent planters of Trigg
county.
Mr. Holland said there were twen-
ty-eight hogsheads of tobacco at the
landing at I o'clock. Thirty men who
were masked and on horseback rode
into the place and began firing, terror-
izing the citizens About iso slista
were fired, when the men scatSentch
twelve going to the landing, where the
tobacco was stored. The other men
in the party acted as guards. The
men carried axes and cut the hoops
off of six hogsheads. They were then
rolled into the river.
Before departing the men spoke to
Mr. Noland, and upon learning that
they had rolled three of his hogsheads
into the river, apologised, saying they
were after ?;fr. Wallace's tobacco.
Mr. Holland said that an agree-
ment had been reached in Trigg coun-
ty between the association members
and "Hill Billies" in which it was
agreed that the latter should be al-
lowed to sell the 1906 crop of tobacco
providing the tgoo crop was pledged
to the association. Mr. Holland had
pledged his two crop, but Wallace
'had nor.
None to' the men were recognizeu,
and there is no clue to the guilty par-
ties. Five of the hogsheads were




Holstein-Friesen Cow Produces 260.5
Pounds in Sixty Days.
Fond, du Lac, W . March —In
a sixty-day test just completed under
the personal supervision of a repre-
sentative of the Wisconsin Experi-
ment station. a Holstein-Friesan cow,
owned by W. J. Gullett, has broken
the world's butter record by forty
pounds.
The official test shows 5,326.7
pounds of milk and 262.5 pounds of
butter. The cow gave birth to a calf
December To and the test was com-
menced on the fifth day of her per-
iod of lactation.
The test was continued for sixty-
four days, during which period every
milking was watched, the quantity of
milk weighed and samples taken and
tested by a representative of the ex-
periment station.
—Yesterday morning it developed
that the night before after closing
hours thieves broke into the Thomp-
son saloon at ti8 Kentucky avenue,
stole $2.45 in cash, a $12 revolver',
many cigars and decks of cards. En-
trance was effected through the ,rear
way.
T. H. Brake, the railroad man, shot
and killed a maddog yesterday morn-
ing on burnett street, the animal
causing quite a deal of excitement by
snapping at everybody,
Chief ColTins yesterday tete ved a
letter from Hugh Orr of San Fran-
cisco, Cal., stating 'hat last week a
young man named NCA Prince died
in that city and was buried. Mr.
Orr continued that the young fel-
low was twenty-four years of age
and had resided there only a short
while, during which period he was
thrown in contact with Orr who
heard hint remark that Paducah was
his home, but he went to Arkansas,
thence to Montana and finally to
'Frisco. He has an uncle in Butte,
Mont. The young fellow died of
coast pneumonia and Mr. Orr wrote
the chief so the latter could notify the
deceased's relatives, if lie has atty.
here.
The chief is now trying to find out
who the ooung man was.
Runaway Boy.
J. C. Crawford, colored, of Central
City, yesterday telephoned over the
long distance line, asking the Padu-
cah officers to intercept his eighteen-
year-old son, Horace, who got in
trouble at Central City, kicked an-
other fellow pretty seriously, and be-
coming rfightened skipped out, pre-
sumptively for DuQoin, Ill., where he
has relatives. The Paducah authori-
trees have seen nothing of the lad. '
Breach of the Peace.
Henry Russell, colored, was arrest-
ed by Officer Ferguson yesterday af-
ternoon. His wife was in the court
yesterday, they being charged with
having trouble.
Negro Got Cut.
John Hill, colored, was cut over
the eye last evening in a fight with
another negro in the South end of
Mechanicsburg. The two got into
a fight, when the antagonist drew
his knife and slashed Hill across the
foreheal just above the eye. The offi-
cers could not learn the name of the
slasher, but found he was employed
by the street car company
Chock Operator.
Chief Collins received a letter yes-
terday from Suprintendent Richard
Sylvester of the Washington, D. C.,
police force, telling the Paducahan
to watch out for Edward F. Atherton,
who may be headed this way, and for
whom a $50 reward is offered for his
capture. Atherton operated with
worthless checks and was arrested
by the national capital police, but
released on Major' Samuel IT. Walker
going on his bond. Atherton then
skipped out and Major Walker is
now offering a $5o reward for his
iiiterception •
Officer Laid Up.
Officer William Johnson is doing
all right at his home on Sixth and
Harrison streets. and Erlieves h.- will
be able to resume his district next
week. The portion of his f, ,,.t en-
tered by the bullet pained him con-
siderable yesterday.
Net Yet Located.
The police continue diligently look-
ing for Stonewall Ferguson but as
yet have not succeeded in locating
him. It begins to look as if he will
make good his escape. The chief
banks on Ferguson getting settled at
some point and then trying to com-
municate with his family, which is
generally done by fugitives. it is
then very easy to locate them.
SAMUEL H. STONE
APPOINTED COMMISSIONER
Maysville, Ky., March r.—Judge
Cockran has appointed Samuel If.
Stone, of Louisville, as special come
rniseioner to hear the railroad rats
question, as the attorneys of botlf
railroads and couttniagener càoldl







Hard-working women, worn out by the toils of household
or other labor, need the balmy relief and reinforcement to be
found in Wine of Cardui. The pains that they suffer, the
miseries that they bear, as a result of female ailments, brought
on by overwork, are mostly unnecessary and can be relieved
"Or cured by the use of this wonderfully successful woman's
remedy, which succeeds because it acts
scientifically, medicinally and curatively,
on the womanly organs and constitution.
Made entirely of pure, vegetable ingredi-
ents, and being strictly harmless and non-
intoxicating, it is the ideal tonic, strengthen-
ing medicine, for weak girls and women.
Its action is such, that it puts strength
where women most need it.
Thousands of thankful women have written
letters telling of the wonderful curative results
they obtained, by its use for their troubles.
Why not try it for yours?






Write Us a Letter
If you are suffering from any form of womanly trouble or ailment and wou
ld like careful ad-
vice as to whet to do, write us a letter, freely and frankly, stating age and 
telling all about your
troubles, and we will send you a Free Letter of Advice, and a copy of ou
r 64 page hook "Home
Treatment For Womer." All correspondence strietly confidential, and reply se
nt in plain, sealed
envelope. Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., 
Chattanooga, Tenn.
CAM WASH FREE!
A Local Treatment for Ladies
For Sale by all Druggists in 50 cent Boxes
Every lady may obtain a FREE TRIAL PACKAGE (sent by
mail prepaid) of CAR DUI WASH, the ladies new antiseptic treatment.
for all local troubles, by filling out this coupon and mailing it to
THE CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE CO., Dept. A, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Please send me by mail prepaid a Free Trial Package cf C
ARDUI WASH.
Name







Bartonville, III., Jan. 3, 1906.
For eight (8)years I suffered from various female diseases. I had
backacIte and headache, so bad every month, I would have to lie down.
And again, I suffered untold agony, with bearing-down pains below
my waist. My eyes pained and had large brown circles around them.
No one can ever know what I suffered.
I have lain and wrung my hands, and sat
up in bed and rocked myself at night,
trying to gain ease. I doctored and
doctored without relief. Finally I gave
up to an operation, but after I pulled
through, I seemed to suffer all the same,
if not worse. Finally I began to take
Wine of Cardui, andhave now been tak-
ing it for about a year. It has improved
me wonderfully. I have recommended
it to many friends, who see and know
what it has done for me.
During the past summer, I have
done all my housework and worked in
kitchen and garden every day. I am
now in good health, look well and suffer
no more pain. My nerves are daily






Rev. Calvin M. Thompson of the
First Baptist church will tomorrow
reOrning begin a series of sermons
on "Christ's Great Intercessory
Prayers. His theme will be of an
ciangelistic nature at the evening
Four. 3 t..: JA
Broadway Methodist.
Presiding Eider Blackard preaches
tomorrow morning and evening at
the 'Broadway Methodist church, and
Monday conducts the quarterly con-
ierunce for that congregation.
Goes to Paris.
Rev. J. B. Clark, assistant pa;tor
of the First Baptist church, goes to
Par'is, Tenn., today to preach morn-
ing and evening at one of the,former
• cliarges, which he continues supply-
ing until a regular paseor is procured
to take the place made vacant when
he resigned to accept the position as
assistant at the First church. Rev.
1.--• F.. H. Cunningham will preach. to-
4441111eaorrow evening at 7'30 o'clock at the
nmsswas....
North Twelfth street Baptist mission
church in place of Dr. Clark, who
presides over that charge. Sunday
school services occur at 3 o'clock at
the mission in the afternoon.
German Lutheran.
ffenTa of St. Louis preaches
tomorrow at the German Lutheran
church. This congregation has not
yet received any word from Rev. Mr.
Hamm of St. Louis, who, for the
second time, has been called to be-
come pastor of this flock.
Third Street Methodist.
'Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
street Methodist church will *deliver
sermons tomorrow along the line he
has been pursuing for the past few
weeks, it being on "The Holy Spirit."
Trimble Street Methodist.
"Mother's Interest In Her Son"
will be the theme tomorrow morning
1for Rev. G. W. Bank's sermon at the
Trimble street Methodist duvet. At
been finished by the decorators and
artists who have been making exten-
sive improvements therein for several
weeks past.
Everything is done now with ex-




The Junior Warden Missionary So-
ciety of the 13roaalway Methodist
church will meet at 3 o'clock this af-
ternoon -With Miss Lettis Smith of
r North Seventh street.
Grace Episcopal.
Rev. Bagnell of Fulton arri‘rs to
preach tomorrow morning and after-
noon at the Grace Episcopal church
for Rector David Wright, the pastor,
vsho will be at Louisville until next
Monday delivering the series of talks
he has been presentIrng since the
the evening hour .his topic will be Eist of this week, 
during the pro-
r an evangelistic character. longed services in
 charge of the
'Brotherhood of St. Andrew. Dr.
Kentucky Presbyterian. Wright is expected home at 6 o'clock
"The Gates of Zion" Will be preach- Monday evening.
cd on tomorrow morning by Rev. J.
R. Henry at the Kentucky avenue Union Training Cla
ss.
Presbyterian church, while at the cv- I The Union Training Class
 for Sun-
1ening hour his theme will be "Friend- day school teachers meets next 
Mon-
ship." These services will be held day evening at 7:30 o'clock
 and will
in the main auditorium, which has be lead by Rev. William 
Bourquin
of the German Evangelical church
who is directing the studies during
the absence of Rector David C.
Wright, the regular instructor. "Doc-
trines of Christ" is ,the subject for
study.
First Christian.
Sunday school worsh'ip and com-
munion services will be held tomor-
row morning at the First Christian
church.
Second Baptist.
Rev. L. G. Graham preaches to-
morrow morning and evening at the
First Baptist church. •
rig ;
German Evangelical.
Rev. William Bourquin of the Ger-
rvan Evangelical church has cancelled
the engagement he had to preach
over in Illinois tomorrow morning.
therefore he will fill his pulpit on
South Fifth. Both morning and
night his discourses will be delivered
in the English language, the theme
for nighttime being "Mine and
Thine."
Fine Entertainment.
Elaborate arrangements are hung
made for the musical and literary en-
tertainment to be given next Friday
at the Broadway Methodist church,
it being a repetition of the affair
given ten days ago by the Third
street Methodist church ladies, and
vshich is repeated at request of the
other congregations of this denomi-
nation for benefit of toe Home Mis-
sion societies of the Broadway and
Trimble street Methodist churches
Reidland Circuit.
Rev. T. J. Owen, pastor of the
congregations in the Reidland circuit,
goes out this morning to the Oakland
church, accompanied by Presiding
Elder Blackard, the latter of whom
holds the quarterly conference for
the six churches on the circuit. The
worship opens with a sermon at n
o'clock this morning by the presid-
ing elder, at close of which dinner
will he served on the groun4s. In






New Equipment for Mr. J. T. Dono-
van's Office Being Installed—Miss
Watkins Goes to Fulton.
Supvrhoendent Pat Halloran oi the
Katierjohn quarries at Cedar Bluff,
arrived last evening on business and
returns to that place this mornini;
The plant is idle now on account 4 bi
the had weather, but will resume im-
mediately with an unusually large
force. •Mr. Halloran has been suffer-
ing from an attack of la grippe, but
is nearly well again, and if he feels 4,
able leaves toniorrow for Pittsburg
to be gone two weeks tin business
connected with the plant, which gets
out millions of feet of crushed rock
used by the Illinois Central railroad
sysem as ballast.
New Equipment Complete.
The handsome new furniture spe-
cially made for General Agent John
T. Donovan's downtown office ;!,
Fifth aid Broadway has been com-
pleted and is now being installed.
The carpets end linoleum goes down
today. and Monday work of putting
the furniture in place will be taken
up and consume several days. when
the finishing touches will be put on.
The hilt% esteem is which Mr. Donn-
eatei* iegarded by the higher oilicials
of the road, is evidenced in the fact
that they have entifitted his new doss-fi-
lms", quarters excel the ht ad
quarters of any agent upon the entire
system, which covers many thousands
of miles through the central portion-
of the rnited States. 10%,
4C
Goes to Fulton.
Miss Pearl Watkins, the eNriert
stenographer formerly with the West
Kentucky Coal company, has resigned
her position and today Wes to Fulton
to take a responsible place in the gen-




Engineer Denton Shelton of Hie I
C. run out of Evansville. has bv.an
hr 'tight here and put in the rail- I
hospital for treatment of a CTII•
foot injured by falling from his cr.
at Evansville One toe was ampu-
tated. lie is a son of Res. j C
Shelton, the 1layfield minister • '• •
preaches every other Sunday at
Tenth street Christian church in thi-
city.
Appreciated Donation.
(ismer:41 Ament John 1. Dmio‘an of 4.41
Slit' Illinois Central railroad ha. dal.
;sated for his company 'Ann bushels
of coal to The Charity club, the fuel
to be distributed among the poor anti
needy oi Paducah. The club hat ten-
dered it; thanks to Colorfel Donovan
and his for their Mier:00y.
HUGE STONE
THREATENS CAPITOL.
Coln:tabu s, ( M arch
Vt einman. engineer of the state capi-
tol, has discovered a huge stone
utighing many tons in the base of
the dome ahich the frost has loosen-
ed and pushed out from its bed until
it seems to be in danger of toppling
over and falling.
Its position is immediately over A
tise traveling library department of V
the state library, and if it should fall
ii is said that it would crush its way
rit.ht through the roof into the room.
governor's att:ntion ha. been .
called to it.
Live sponges furnish homes for
oysters, mussels, crabs and other
small animals, Which often live in the
sponges their entire lifetime. Some-
times the creatures grow too large to
get out, remaining until they die.
tiansacted, and tonight another ser-
mon by a divine yet to be selected.
Tc-morrow morning and evening Rev.
Owen preaches at Oakland.
Lone Oak Methodist.
Rev. W. J. Naylor of the Paducai
City Missions will preach tomorrow
morning and evening at the Lone-
( lak Methodist church.
Tenth Street Christian.
At the Tenth street Chri ,:tian
church Sunday school worship will be
held at 9:30 o'clock tomorrow morn-
ing and communion at 10:45 o'clock
All members of the church are earn-
estly requested to attend this service
as business of importance, and in
which all are interested, VIII he con-
sidered. A report will be made with
reference to a regular preacher. All IN
be present as no one can fill the place
of another. Friend; cordially wel- •
corned.
Mechanicsburg Christian.
'At 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Sunday school services will be held
at the Mechanicsburg Christian
chinch. .
How about having the. house
cleahed quick and right by Gidley

































1 These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when othersfail, and BL EW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for indi-gestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
agigmen .1 1141101411.11POMMIMENIMEMB
Makes Two Special Remedies
WHICH ARE DISPENSED UPONI ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY LANG BROTHERS
f: LADY PLUNGED HATPIN INTO
BACK OF YOUNG GENTLEMAN
MR. RUSSELL LONG VICTIM 0 F PECULIAR AND LAUGHABLE,
ALTHOUGH PAINFUL, ACCI DENT AT THEATRE SEVERAL
NIGHTS AGO, WHEN LADY MISTOOK HIM FOR A CUSH-
ION' SEAT—JAMES CHANDLER BITTEN AT BIRDSVILLE,
• KY., BY MADDOG, AND COMES HERE TODAY—MR. MILLER
CUNNINGHAM FELL WITH EPILEPTIC FIT YESTERDAY,




Mr. Russell Long is suffering from
*quite a painful hat pin jab in his hack,
-caused in an unusual and laughable
manner several night ago at The Ken-
tucky theatre. Although the hurt 
is
nothing scrimps, still it pains him
4 considerable.
Mr. Long was attending a play sev-
eral night ago at the theatre, accom-
panied by a young lady friend. When
the auditorium lights were extingu-
ished at commencement of the pro-
sluction for the evening, this rendered
the place quite dark as use, between
acts, and the ladies all began taking
off their hate. A well known lady was
sitting right behind Mr. Long. and
when she got her hat off, she felt for
the back of the seat fronting her, so
as to stick her hatpin into it and
et*thereby obviate the necessity of being. bothered with holding the pin in her
4 'sand' throughout the play 
In the
dark eln. laid her hand on something
soft and velvety. and presuming this
was the cushioned back of the seat
-occupied by Mr. Long. the lady with
me stiff and vigorous push, jabbed
the pin forward. expecting it to sink
in the cushion back. With a loud
scream Mr. Long jumped to his feet,
and it then developed that in the dark
the lady behind had mistaken his back
for the easisioned rear of the seat,
and plunged the hatpin about an inch
into his flesh. It is needless to say
the lady was all apologies, and al-
thaught it proved quite a laughable
affair for onlookers it created -an in-
ai jiffy causing Mr. tong much pain
Bitten By Madelog.
Mr. James Chaml/er, the merchant
and plantation owner of Itirdeeilla,
fifteen miles abet e here on the Ohio
river. will arrive this morning to
'Dave Mr. Frank Manta' madstone ap-
plied to the 'wounds caused by a mad
dog biting him yesterday at Birds-
ville. He telephoned over the long
distance telephone to Co:onel Buil
Dale ef the New Richmond hotel to
have Mr Mantr meet them at the boat
this moining with the stone. so it can




• IN KENTUCKY. •
• •
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Cslasirow, Ky. . March —At Lan-
caster. Garrard county, E. W. Mor-
frow, a eweler, has charge of the town
afclock in the high tower of the cowt
Ii e. and when it stopped he investi-
.405ted As be reached the platform
hipbn which rests the clock he was
•orrified to see a huge blacksnake
struggling in the mechanism of the in-
strument.
In his fright the jeweler grasped
the rods which operate the bands on
-one of the clock's faces and gave it a
powerful wrench, which released the
snake. The reptile roiled on the floor
and started after hilorrew. The space
in the tower is small, and the race
around the clock was exciting. There
arc several small windows in the
steeple. The jeweler quickly unfas-
tened one and climbed through to the
cornice.
Once on the outside, he soon at-
tracted the attention of the people on
• the street, too feet below, and David
Ross, the jailer, went to his rescue.
When the jailer saw the snake coiled
and watching the window through
.ich Morrow had escaped, 'he drew
- 39-caliber revolver from his pocket
-and fired five bullets into the reptile's
body, killing it. Ross then assisted
Morrow Horn his perilous position.
Morrow says the tower is a favorite
roosting place for birds, and he thinks
the snake had been feeding on them.
The snake was one of the longest
blacksnakes ever seen in this section,
snd Dr. Hood is preparing -the skin
that it may be stuffed.
a. Old-Fashioned Cough Remedy.
If any member of the family coughs
-persistsntly in the night and one hap-
pens to be out of the usual remedy,
writ% out a soft, thick flannel from
water as 'hot as it can be borne, brush
lightly and quickly with a feather.
which has been plunged in turpentine
-and apply to the chest. If the flesh is
very sensitive it might be well to rub
well with vaseline or sweet oil before
rnalcing the hot application.—Philidel-
-phia Ledger.
places.
Mr. Chandler did not say where or
how many tunics he was bitten, or
detail the circumstances surrounding
the attack by the rabbis! canine.
Epileptic Fit.
Mr. II. Miller Cunningham, the well
known coal dealer and plasterer, fell
in an epileptic fit yesterday afternoon
at i so o'clock in front of The Regis-
ter office on Broadway, and had to
be carried to his home on %Vest
Adams Street where he is now con-
fined. His condition was quite ser-
ious for a while.
The Register is enlarging its front
office by moving the dividing parti-
tions hack farther from the front door.
Mr. Cunningham had the contract to
do some plastering. etrol there being
only a small amount to be done be-
fore completion, he had just stepped
out of the office and started to reach
for the bucket of plaster in his
huggy, when the attention of many
was Attracted by loud and pitiful
screams which he emitted just before
lie fell to the pavement in the fit. It
took the doctors some minutes to
bring hint around, N. h en 'he was then
placed in his buggy and taken home, a
very ill young man
Boy Shot In Hand.
Charics Morgan, the clerk at Dr.
T. Cooney's drug store on Fifth and
Jackson streets, shot himself acciden-
tally through the hand yesterday
morning while handling a twenty-two
calibre revolver at the drug establish-
ment. The bullet entered between the
thumb and forefinger of the left hand,
from whence it was cut by Dr. Horace
Rivers. The bones were missed. The
boy is thirten years of age and ton
of Mr. Edward Morgan, the black-
smith of Smith Third street.
Resting W.U.
Mr' Dr Stewart continues doing
well at Riverside hospital where she
was operated on for appendicitis.




• A SURE CURE FOR •
• HYDROPHOBIA CLAIMED •
•
f***********11****11611100•11•111
The following contribution from a
well-known local physician has recent-
ly appeared in the Norfolk Landmark
and is of sufficient importance to be
copied by every magarine and news-
paper in the union:
Immediately after being bitten by •
rabid dog, or other "mad" animal,
wash the wound thoroughly and con-
tinue to bathe it freely with two table-
spoonfuls of fresh chloride of lispe,,
well mixed with only half a pint of
cold water. As soon as thit quantity
is used prepare more of the same pro-
portion and regularly each day apply
as befare until the patient is consid-
ered out of danger.
The chlorine of gas, explains this
physician, decomposes the poison of
the rahid animal's bite and thus ren-
ders harmless the venom-, which mach-
cal science by some other means vain-
ly attempts to destroy. Do not delay
applying this simple remedy and wash
ing the wound unstintingly with it.
During a period of fourteen years
only two persons, out of 014, dial in
Bresian hospital who received this
treatment and only four in the hos-
pital at Zurich. Switzerland, out of
223 who were bitten by various rabid
animals, 182 of which were dogs. This
brief het important article ends with
this suggestion: Hypodermic injec-
tions of pure carbolic acid (Calverte)
should he properly diluted and used
around the edges of all such wounds
as long ae the attending physician
considers it necessary.
A Well-Won Banquet.
"Gimme a dime for the newsboys'
dinner," a boy asked as he shoved a
dirty hand in frpnt of a man at Tenth
and Main streets.
"I haven't ,seen anything in the pa-
pers about a newsboys' dinner," the
man said. "When does it taae place?"
"Just as soon as you give me the
dime and I can get to a lunch coun-
ter." the boy said. He got the dime.
—Kansas City Star.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
OLDEST MASON IS DEAD.
Clareman, N. H., March I.—WO-
ham Welch, believed to be the oldest
chizen of New Hampshire, the oldest
raember of the G. A. R. and the old-
Mason in the United States, died
today at the home of his son in East
Lempster. Mr. Welch was to6 years
of age on March ha last.
BARS ALL HOUSE CLEANING
Ohio Photographer Builds a Hut in
Which to Practice His Art
_
Chardon, 0., March 1.--That he
may carry out his pet hobby, photo-
graphy, without interruption and away
from women who are wont to clean
house, raise daft and disturb his para-
phernalia, Will Stephenson of Char-
don has built himself a hut where he
can live and pursue his favorite pas-
time in peace. The little house, built
directly over a stream of water, is
solidly consturcted and is proof
against wind and weather. It is situ-
ated a few feet back from the road-
way, just beyond the village limits,
and has been an object of interest to
many travelers ever since Stephenson
put it there early in November.
Last fall he was employed as a
section hand on the Baltimore and
Ohio near here and when a freight
wreck occurred 'he hired some of the
wreckage brought to Chardon to furn-
ish material for his residence. The
roof was formerly a box car roof.
The little domicile contains a stove
and photographer's outfit and when
Stephenson is "at home" the house is
pretty well filled.
The stream running under the hut
springs from rocks higher up in front
and is clear, cold water of the finest
kind. As soon as the weather be-
comes warmer Stephenson intends
to pipe the water into his house and
will then have the cheapest water
works system in and residence in
Chardon.
Stephenson is a conspicuous figure
in Chardon in the summer time. He
wears a white ducts suit all the time.
Though eccentric, he ie of an inven-
tive turn of mind and has constructed
many pecifliar contrivances. Among
them is a bicycle with a music box
attachad in such a way that when the
wheel is in motion the instrument is
played. He rode the wheel all last
summer and on pleasant evenings the
odd figure with long hair flying would
ride u pand down Chardon streets.
his approach heralded by strains of
music.
STORIES OF THE NOTABLES.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
An artist was talking about the late
Vslalter Appleton Clark, who died at
the beginning of his artistic career.
:And Clark," he said, "had a strong
sense of humor. I remember going
through a millionaire's stables with
him one day.
"You •know what a millionaire's
stables nowadays are like—floors and
walls of translucent white tiles, drink-
ing fountains of marble, mahogany
mangers, silver Trimmings saga so
forth andd so on.
"'Well, gentlemen,' said the mil-
lionaire proudly, 'is anything lacking?'
"'I can think of nothing,' said Clark
'except a sofa for each horse.'
John Wanamaker superintench, as
all the world knows, one of the largest
Sunday schools in the world--Bethany
Sunday school in Philadelphia.
It is said of Mr. Wanamaker that
one Sunday he delivered before the
infant class of Bethany a brief but
eloquent address on the lesson. At
the end he said:
"'And now is there any question
that any little boy or girl would like
to ask me?'
"A girl of R or 9 years rose.
"'Well. Martha, what is it?' said
the superintendent, smiling on the tot
in kindly fashion.
"'Please, Mr. Wanamaker,' said the
little girl, 'what is the price of those
large wax dolls in your window?'"
Joaquin Miller in an address at Oak
land attacked the trusts.
"What if ;their sins are legal?" he
enedcd. "They are sins none the less
and I wish when trusts sin legally we
could prevent the law from protecting
them. I wish, in short, we could all
act- as one of the Oakland farmers did
last year.
"He, one day last year, found a
score of men putting up telegraph
polies all over his best field. He or-
dered the men away but they wouldn't
go. They showed him a. paper that
gave them authority to put up their
poles wherever they wished.
"The old man looked at the paper,
saw it was lawful, walked away in
silence. He went to the barn and
turned a savage red bull into the field.
"The bull made for the men, the
men fled at top speed and the farmer
shouted after them:






BUD ELROD TOUCHED UP TO
THAT TUNE YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Will Davis Fined $5o and Costs for
Being Cruel to His Wife--
Police Court.
"Bully" Bud Elrod was assessed
Silo and costs by Judge Cross yester-
day morning in the police court for
cursing and abusing Saloonkeeper
Jenkins the night before at the lat-
eens place on Kentucky avenue near
Second street.
Will-Davis, colored, was fined $p
and costs for a breach of 'the peace
his wile accusing him of cursing her
at their home near Twelfth and Madi-
son streets.
The charge of a breach of the
peace against Cora Greer nas dis-
missed, she proving she had nothing
to do with the general fight in the
alley near Husbands between Fifth
and Sixth streets.
Henry Schwa was fined $S and
costs for driving faster than allowed
by law.
Mollie Russell was given a contin-
uance until Monday of the breach of
the peace charge against her.
William Joseph and Will Minor




Frozen Explosive. Warmed for Blast-
ing Stumps, Datroys Home
and Family.
Carina Ill , March h—As a result
sh an attempt to thaw out seventeen
poende of dynamite, which was
placed under the cook stove while the
family ate dinner four lives were lost
near Springerton today and the fifth
will before morning.
Charles Kittle, a farmer, was pre-
paring to blow up stumps and the
Rev. John B. Kittle, his father, was
invited to assist. Both were killed
%shell the explosion occurred, to-
gether with Mrs. Sarah J. Kittle, wife
of Charles 
K 
A child died after neighbors arriv-
ed and another is dying.
The noise of the explosion was
head for twenty miles. Every pane
of glass within a radius of five miles
was broken. Where the Kittle home
v a a is now but a vast hole in the
ground. Fragments of the house and
furniture were found half a mile
down the road.
Close beside the house lay the body
of Mhs. Kittle. The two children
were playing in the nursery when the
explosion occured. They were picked
up side by side about aloo yeands from
the house. The body of the Rev. Mr.
Kittle was found on top of a low
shed half a mile across the fields.
An inquest vFill be held tomorrow
morning. The bodies have all been
taken to undertaking rooms in the
city hall square.
The Rev. Mr. Kittle was pastor
of the Missionary Baptist church of
Norris City, Ill.
His father-in-law, 5. C. Martin, and
wife, of this city, took the first train
to the awful scene. The wife of Dr.
Little is. rery sick and it is feed
that the news -of the tragedy will
prove fatal to her.
Jamestown.
All the state building: front on a
beautiful beach, which for a mile or
more ; s swept by the tides of Hamp-
ton Roads, and will command the
most lovely and interesting views ever
presented at such a gathering, and
especially an immense concourse of
passenger and freight craft, and thou-
sands of private yachts and motor
boats. The naval display will be the
largest and most representative in the
history of all the many great exposi-
tions. England, Germany, Russia,
France, Italy, Mexico, Costa Rica,
Hayti: Belgium, Guatemala, Argen-
tina, San Domingo, Chile, Portugal,
Brazil and apan will be represented in
the great fleets' which will, in all
amity, he received by the United
States navy in Hampton Roads, and
their presence alone will give the ex-
position a prestige and popularity, dig-
nity 4nd interest beyond present reali-
zation.—National Magazine for March
the king of Norway served as an
erdinary appreniice in the Danish
ttitvy: for nine m,trths.
Mattil, Efingereo Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
lad S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH,s/KY
KOMI INSURANCE
Oro L Well & Cob.
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Mice Phone 369:1 Both Residence: 72f
UMW_ BUILDINF
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in.. Reception Hall, Parlor, „Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed goom, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot eoirt6o feet.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATh & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.




Steam and Hot Water Heating.






SUPERIOR:FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
QM AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD..
OFFICE SECOND AND MO? ROE. BOTH PHONIES
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
f Youyant to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Suiting- Call on -
IC C. ROSE
'329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER &






good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to kcep the doctor out
of your house. "Stamford" Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us _show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no





cER!inas subsides without mentioning the
names.
Why should it be deemed an awful
thing to utter the names of certain
PUBLISHED BY THE gilded blackguards and why should
M. Delams, having once threatenedREGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
to do so, change his mind about it as
(Incorporated.) if under fear of punishment?
At Register Building, 523 Broadway 
What sort of pull have these choice
exemplars of New York society got
NAMES E. WILHELM, President 
with the counsel for both sides and
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer 
with the court itself in this Thaw
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary trial?
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-1 Decline of Pulpit Influence.
eah, Ky„ as second-class mail matter I •The ieligiuus weeklies arc talking
about the difficulty there is in getting
One Year SS-a° the best type of young 'nen to follow
Biz Months  
Three Months
One week  
8•50 the minstry. The clergy are deprecat-
1•25 ing what they consider the pulpit's
-10 decline in influence. It would seem
  that some inferior and hectic intern-
Anyone failing to receive this paper gences have hurdled the barriers of
regularly should report the matter to the thcological seminaries. Is there
The Register Office at once. Tele- something, also, in the world at large
phone Cumberland aza. and something in the unsatisfactory
conditions which for the moment
show themselves in the churches that
tempts men to imitate the ungentler
arts of advertising and 'attract atoll'
non to themselves by methods that
  should make the judicious grieve? A
Saturday Morning, March 2, 1907. 
few of our ministers appear to Se liv-
ing in a state of chronic brainstorm.—
New York Mail.
It might not be out of place for
the general council to revise some of
the official *tales, effective next
year.
Knoxville, Tenn., is fining up for
a local option election to be pulled
off a week from next Monday. The
indications arc for a temperance vie-
r' ry.
It is now alleged that a shortage
has been found in the sub-trasury
at New York. If this thing keeps
up the public will be asking "where
are we at?" % Linn
The Thaw trial drags wearily on,
or rather we suppose it does, from
reading the headlines, and all that
now remains to be done is to acquit
the fellow for the service he rendered
society at large, or to let him retire
to the seclusion of 2 fashionable mad-
loose to Test up from the strain of
the trial.
es' It i: all a mistake about only dives
bring kept open on Sunday for the
sale of whiskey. By those who are in
a position to know, it is said that
-several of the swell bars of the city
ignore the Sunday closing law en-
tirely. There is a disposition among
certain ohiskee: people to make it
appear that the little saloons arc the
only ones violating the law when it is
a fact that saloons in which those
hypocrites are indirectly interested
are the ones setting the pace. Close
down on the swell places and the
aloes will keep closed also.
•
—Mr. James M. Lang, the druggist,
yesterday morning 'discovered that
sometime the night before his thor-
oughbred yearling colt broke his leg
in the stable in some manner un-
known. He hopes to save the animal,
for which he was offerred $1,000 re-
cently.
At a, depth of sixty-six feet the
Railroad Deals.
At the interstate commerce COM -
zpission investigation at New York
Thursday it developed that E. H.
-Harriman the railway king had made,
or rather gotten hold of $23,724.000
fioM 0399 to 1906. That sum was his
share of the deals .manipulated by
him involving the Alton railroad. At
nc time watered stock to the tune
.of $6t000,000 was issued and only
$22,000,000 of that sum expended for
improvements, thc balance going into
the pockets of the promoters or
Enanciers. Stich figures are enough
to stagger the average man, but the
anost serious phase of such deals is
the ;act that the public must pay
rates sufficient to pay dividends on
vast sum merely created by the
sherwdness of the manipulators, and
which was not utilized in legitimate
channels of trade. Every dollar in
dividends paid on stock over and
above that actually invested in the
enterprise is plain comnion stealing,
for the beneficiaries of the watering
process get something for nothing,
and the only difference between them
end the common thieves is that the
latter risk landing in the peniten-
tiary. Another thonght worthy of
serious consideration is. where will
this fictitious valuation lead to?
Sortie one must pay the dividends,
and it is the public. There must be
a limit somewhere, and when that
Pingo' is reached, what about the con-





Threatened by. Mr. Delmas with re-
vealing the names of certain "young
men pf high social standing in icon-
rection with time Thaw case, Mr.
Jerome plucks up spirit to exclaim, :seater of' the Dead Sea contains twice




GIVEN TWENTY YEARS FOR
CRIMINALLY ASSAULTING
MARY GLADDER
Finding Not Satisfactory and Fears
Entertained for Prisoner's
Safety.
Ku;sellville, Ky., March 1.- The
jury in the noted John Sacra trial, for
criminal assault on a German girl,
Mary .Gladder, in May. 1905, brought
in a verdict last night of twenty
years' imprisonment.
The Waren county jury which gave
the verdict is being most severely
criticised by citizens of Logan county
for the leniency shown towards the
ringleader of this outrageoue assault.
for which two boon companions have
already been executed, and fears are
entertained for the prisoner's safi my,
public sentiment runs so high.
ABOUT PEOPLE. People Greatly Incensed.
Ilopkinss;ille, Ky., March 1.—Sher-
John S. Fay, of Marlboro, Mass., iff Tons Rhea of Isogan county spent
the oldest postmaster in the United last night here en route to Eddyville
States in point of service, has received penitentiary with John Sacra, who
news to the effect that he had been was sentenced to twenty years jut-
confirmed in the senate for another prisonment at Russellville yesterday
four years' term . Mt. Fay has served for assault upon Mary Gladder in
as postinaeter for forty-two years. May, 1905. Sheriff Rhea stated that
Joseph Turner. the first manistac- thc popuLace were much incensed that
turer s f razors in the United _States the death penalty was not even Sac-
has just died at Worcester, Mass.
Since 188o he had been president of 
ra, and that he had considerable difli-
the F. J. Torrey Razor company. He 
culty in preventing a mob from lynch-
was born in Sheffield, England, and lug "m-
esas 68 years of age. .
1. Henley Smith. who was editor of STANDARD OIL DETECTIVES
the Couiederacy, a daily paper pub- SHADOW FEDERAL OFFICIALS
lished at Atlanta during the civil war,
died at his home in that city the other octopus Discovered Keeping Em-
day, aged 78. Iii ift(s) he and Alex- ploares of District Attorney's
ander H. Stephens jointly established Office Under Strict Surveillance.
the Atlanta Sun, which was afterward
merged with the Constitution. Chicago. March. i .—Informat ion
King Edward is a diligent collector that detectives, said to be in the em-
of walking sticks, match boxes, carica- ploy of the Standard Oil company,
tures and model ships. His collection have been shadowing the movements
of canes numbers nearly 2,000: and of attaches of the United States dis-
most of these have remarkable asso- trict attorney's office created a scnsa-
ciations0A stick very highly prized tion yesterday in connection with the
by the4ing is one used by Queen federal investigation of the Standard's
Victoria in her closing years. It is methods.
made from a portion of the oak fn •The fact that the discovery occurred
whose bough; Charles II concealed
himself after his defeat by Cromwell-
at Worcester.
Richard Bartholilt, congressman
from Missouri, is one of the few meg
who already 'have bronze tablets erect-
ed to their memory. The house in
which he was born in Germany it
marked with a tablet showing the
interesting events in the life of the
doctor, together oith a statement to
the effect that he went to America and
there became famous, becoming a
membar of the national lawmaking
body and a prominent figure in the
world-oide movement looking toward




Athlete—A college boy photo-
graphed without a cigarette. .
Face—The human's billboard.
Investment — Placing money in
something that fails slowly.
Investment should not be confound-
ed with speculation, which is placing




Owl—A bird that can't be as wise
as it looks.
Owl, Boiled—A man that can't be
as foolish as he looks.
Pretzel—A cracker with the cramps.
—Chicago Examiner.
Ewen a Wise Horse May Err.
(Watonga, Ok., Republican.)
One day recently as Harrison
Brown was driving along he met a
party oith whom lie had some busi-
ness. Ile stopped just before a post
upon which was tacked a bill annuonc-
ing Billingsley's sale which will be
held today. While he was talking the
horse ;ay was reading the sale bill
and evidently saw a description which
'he concluded meant him. Early Tues-
day inorning he freed himself from
his 'halter and started for the place of
sale in crdcr to be on hand early. He
got there in due time, but as he had
not said anything to Harrison about
go:ng he gave our efficient postmaster
some little uneasiness as to his where-
;,bout, but when he was found it was
not very 'hard to convince him that
the description_ was not intended .fior
him and he decided to return to his
home.—Wtatonga, Ok., Republican.
so close to the eve of the opening of
the trial, which is scheduled to begin
next Monday, March 4, stirred the
federal officials . to aigorous action.
United States District Attorney Sims
at once reported the matter to the
secret service department, with the
result that his suspicions were prac-
tically confirmed. •
Capt. Porter, in charge of the iotal
bureau of the secret service, made
a report to Mi. Sims, which demon-
strated that a mysterious surveillance
of his subordinates has been in prog-
ress for a long time. Those employes
in Mr. Sims' office who has been con-
nected with the Standard Oil cases
have been especially subject to sur-
veillance. The shadowing has gone
on night and day.
Mr. Sims refused to say positively
that the men under suspicion are em-
ployes of the Standard Oil company.
although he said the circumstances,
warranted a conference today. with
Chief Wilkie. head of the government
secret service department.
WITH THE DEAD.
Mrs. Elizabeth McConnell Will Be
Buried Today—Mrs. Coma
Owen Died.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the
funeral services will be held over the
remains of Mrs. Elizabeth McCon-
nell at the residence of her daughter.
Mrs., Joseph Potter of Monroe near
Eleventh street. Interment follows
at Oak Grove cemetery.
Death in County.
Yesterday. afternoon at 2 o'clock
the remains of Mn. Coma Owen were
hurled at the New Hope church cem-
etery in the' Massac neighborhood of
the county.
The deceased was thirty-eight
years of age and died the night be-
fore after a year's illness with con-
consumption. She is survived by a
husband and four children.
—The elevator in the American-
German bank building is to be moved
and winding stairs placed, while other
remodeling will be done on the sec-
ond floor.
INTERESTING ITEMS.
0•11•111111,14Www....- -•-•••••- • -•••••••••••••
PARENTS BEGIN VICE WAR ta COMMITTEE DECIDES ON TAX.*
.......................... 
. ................ RATE OP $1.85 PER $100Chicago, March 1.—Claiming that
the circulation of vicious and obscene
literature is becoming too widespread
in Chicago and that it has a demoral-
izing effect upon the children into THE ORDINANCE WAS 
PREPARED YESTERDAY AND WILL
whose hands it falls, the South Side BE OFFERED FOR 
ADOPTIGN BY THE GENERAL COUN.
League of Parents' clubs at a meeting CIL NEXT WEEK—LICENSE 
INSPECTOR GEORGE LEM-
in time m faculty room of the Chicago HARD EMPLOYED AS COMMITTEE CLERK AT Sae PER
Normal college, Sixty-eighth street MONTH—HOME OF FRIENDLESS MONTHLY ALLOWANCE
and Stewart avenue, yesierday passed RAISED TO Sitio—BOARD OF WORKS CONFER WITH THE
a resolution providing for the appoint- LADIES ABOUT THE PUBLI C DRINKING FOUNTAINS-.
ment of a committtee to consult with CRUTCHFIELD JUDGMENT COMPROMISED FOR $1.800 ANIT
Judge Mack and Superintendent THE COURT COSTS—VOLU hIE OF WORK BEFORE FL
Cooley as to what action may be NANCE COMMITTEE.
taken against thedistributors of such 
publications. They propose a plan
of appointing a probation officer
whose duty it will be to locate and The 
e(i) f i ianiiicced ckcimdinan‘t toe, nomfe tnhfe 
bum- 
avieid, lit; •r 
Broadway, 
ap), o.s tatimil di cea t  fyardirst atw alnif5 F fth
wanted
gather evidence against the circulators general 
of such literature. 1 iiess before it 
yesterday afternoon the city to put one at Second and
Many children have secured various when the body gathered at 
the office Broadoay, one at Seventh and Broad-
copies of pamphlets and other forma way and one in the county courtof City Auditor Kirkland to go 
over
of such publications and have carried the matters tip for consideration in house yard. Since then County Judge
these into the homes. On several oc.'' order to prepare reports for submis- Lightfoot has informed them the
casions they have divulged the source. son to the full' board, meetings of ccunty officials will buy the one for
ntWith this information the committee council and aldermen next week. the cou house yard, therefore the
will face Judge Mack and Superintend 1 The most important matter was to ladies and board iii works will ele-
ent Cooley. , settle the question of what shill be signate some other loerufoo for the.
Two other resolutions were passed. the city tax rate during this year, third one desired at municipal ex-
the first to appoint a committee to and the committeemen found, as The peese,
confer with the charter committee in Rogister has all along seated, that 
an endeavor to secure a legal co-oper- i e would have to be made the limit, Back Tax Collector.
ation between the board of education 1 $1.85 per Stoo, to look after this year's The city solicitor is always cliosere
other to give the support and assist-
and the libraries of the city and the l expenaes and pay off the enormous as the party to collect back taxes due
pnce of she organization in securing
.amid unprecedented deficit of S45.000 the municipality, and he is paid for
the passage of a bill now before the 
1
the republican% of last year left over his services ten per cent of all collec-
!for the democrats to take care of this hong he makes. The solicitor has
legislature providing for the establish-
ment of an Illinois departmept of hi- 
year. informed thc boards that ten per ceat
i braries. It was reported at the meet- Reafizing that nothing short of does not justify him in 
collecting thet
ing that Governor Denten favor% lc $185 could be countenanced, Auditor taxes. that not being a part of hi.. 
passage of the bill and will lend his !Kirkland had drawn up a skeleton regular office duties; hence he can-
support to it. l) rilinance to this effect, leaving rot do the work for less than 25 per
Professor J. F. llossio head of tlic cen. blanks for the figures' insertion. lk t. Th me co mittee decided to
English department of the Chicago submitted the document to the finan- ice( mmend that he be allowed the
Normal school, in an address on "Tin teal body which directed that the veld:lionsl fifteen per cent on sums
New Charter Provision for Public $tie rate be inserted, and now the collected on the claims he already has
I.ibrary," declared that the libraries draft will be presented the council in his hands against those in arrears.
in fully twenty cities much smaller Monday night and aldermen nest
than Chicago had far a more efficient Thersilay evening :.er adoption Crutchfield judgment.
system, that their departments were
Committee Clerk. 
Thomas Crutchfield, the bricklayer,
/ar more adequate and that their em- was riding his bicycle late one night.
ployes were decidedly more courteous. The cemnuttee authorized the ens- and started across the bridge sperm-
Professor }ionic advocated a sys- p:osment of City License Inspector Mg Island creek at the end of South
tern of co-operation between all pub- George Lelinhard to act as commit- Sixth street, leading lemma's Me
lic libraries. museums. art institutes, Ice clerk. Ile will receive $.15 per chaniesburg, %Olen he rode off the
schools and colleges in the city. flymonth for his services, which aill veep embankment alongside the dirt
establishing such a system, he said..not conflict with his license inspect- approach to the bridge, lie fell over
his one would encounter any difficulty
in securing references on any subject.
orship work for which he receives the side and broke his neck, dyingi
said Professor Hoosic, "in so far as
"There is a co-operation at present.
 fint 
At every session of the councilmen far damages on the ground that a
i per month. inetantly. Ilis uslow stied the city
or aldermen, numerous public matters protecting fence should have been onthis—that a teacher can teke out
are brought lip, and they are always 'the edge of the embankment. Shethirty books for the pupils_ But if
mitered to the different committeesa teacher want' these books she mutt
the latter can thoroughly investi- 
gist judgment for Sexton, and -Although
the city has taken the litigation tofurnish a box in which to transport ss'
them. Then they must be delivered isboaaterdsa.nirleernempomretn:ahanCsk 
what 
theeir finnll. the appellate bend) at Frankfort, the
through the supply department of the city solicitor yesterday advised the
board of education. It timally take. Neetigations show is best to be done finance committee to compromise the
the entire time allotted. two week'. in the premises. In order to notify matter on the basis Mrs. Crutchfield
to transport the hooks to and from the comntitteemen when a committee would agree to, uhich is pay her V..
the seitool, %silt the result that the sc„sion is to be lold. get ready all Eon. and the city bear all the court
pupil gets no further than to see 'he papers to come before
! 
the cotn- costs; which amounts to about $75.
them." mincemeat, keep a record of every- I The committee acquiesced in the sug-
The speaker advocated the system thing that transpires during the gads- gest:on and a ill recommend to the
of personal appointment for library „,„
employe, wherever possible. 
hoargdiattihde enepoinmeaittl:ace.sorescnornitimeenftifiall. !htgenmeraadl„council that the compromise
"We should have a council under tions. the legislative officials found it 'the librarian." be said. "and with necessary to employ the clerk to d:s• General Accounts.whom the librarian should confer ' 
This council should be appointed by 
,
the board of education end should at-
it'c"traglerc sthiemse tidgiuticmsu'cl: 'htiicmhe 
grow
thin 
GThe committee yesterday checked
e
volume as the city advances, until over thousands of dollars worth of
accounts held against the municipal-tend to the duties of apecialirathap,"
By specialization the speaker re- committeementhrne  ehe st. 
Afine
o attend  
cabinet 
t eot iheest 
will
e she. ity and prepared them for allowance
feared to the careful selection oftails
be purchased and placed in the 
conn. !next week One is for $140 due the
books in the various departments.
liceable deficiencies in the system of
This. tie said, is one of the most no. nei,Incilia vni.ebaersaSf(e)
an
te
 lid c n'rnii vienni titeenet pc le acerk i -tahlee 'WI. i.t.yEo.Street work done many years ago. A
wAellsenhiemstatfeora'sothmeealnpuobulnict
today in the Chicago libraries. in which to keep filed the documents 'judgment for that amount has been
:Trtaining to different questions, prosured in the courts against the
Nklien these committees report back I nmnisiPslitY.
CROWS A MENACE to the full boards on the proposit- I
TO ILLINOIS GAME. Ions the papers all then gi-) into Crty '
Clerk Bailey's( hands where all public
Action Looking to Their Exterudisa- records are kept. IN BUSINESS FOR HIMSELFt
tion Will Soon Be Taken.
Miss Nettie Metclaf, Of Warren, 0.,
is the only woman in America who
has originated a breed of chickens.
In the year 1814 the Thames froze
and the English .channel was for a
time impassable because of icebergs.
The coldest European winter on rec-
ord was that of 1708-1709. It began
early in October. In 1740 also the
cold was so intense that birds fell
dead to the ground.
At the final meeting on Februa.ey• 7
of the Waterloo and City Railway
company (tube), London,. which has
been taken over by the London and
Southwestern, the chairman men-
tioned that since the raSway.eya% cows
Meted in 0398, it had darried.4).0o0'al‘
000 passengers without an accident.
0
Home of Friendless.
, Heretofore for years back the city!
There is evident determination
; 
OCE OPEN-
among the farmers and those inter-' ED A FURNITURE STORE.has been allowing $70 per month not
(-ii the public treasury towards main- 
ALEXANDER HAS 
and song birds of the state of Illinois taming the Home of the Friendless,
ested in the preeervation of the game 
to exterminate the crow. which is out .as the institution has grown won- ' I desire to inform my friends thatcharged, on the testimony of many dertully during the past few years . I am now engaged in business at mayreliable observers, not only in being and more money is needed to meet its Smith Third street under the firmvery injurious to field crops by pick- 
expenditures. the board of lady man- ;JUIN of Paducah Furniture Co. Af-ing out a considerable proportion of
the seed and helping itself greedily 
;gees controlling the fine institution ter fifteen yea-s with the Paducah
a•ked the legislative bodies for an Furniture and Manufacturing Co., Tto the ripening grain at harvest time,
but that it devour: the eggs and young increase to the contribution. The concluded to go into bulginess for my-
f:nance committee was given the self, consequently I severed with thatof the quail, grouse and various tree-
inhabiting birds, question for solution and decided slur- firm in January.
In several of the counties 1-tinting itig this session to recommend that, During the years I have been in
parties have been organized and prizes heitinning yester y, the home be the furnitgre business with the other
offered for the greatest number of given the desired too monthly allow- firm I have been favored_ with a lib-
heads shown, which has already 
tse_ ancc. When the boards the first of eral trade as a salesman and now I
stilted n h lclinthis year set aside the sums they con- will be glad to greet my friends in myApeifititone.ilialsbg o ernf thousands.
dro-n•tip and templated expending this year there own business house where it will be ' 
.)
circulated in Winnebago county pray- was apportioned only enough to equal my pleasure to furnish anything in
ing the state game commissioners to $70 per month for the home, hence the furniture line that they may de-
authorize the payment of a bounty of this additional $30 _per month will sire.
for use in unexpected expenditures 
OCE ALEXANDER.
within the boundaries of the state, 
ro cents per head on all crows killed
which is a reserve deposit maintained
come out of the contingent fund,
rising for this purpose a part of the
wise provided for specificallyfunds that 
have been accumulating for not .oher
several years from fines and licences, 
in advance.
All species of hawks are also under
. Public Drinking Fountains. 
Edgar W. Whittemore i
the ban and it seems very reasonable 0 
e
duced in numbers, where not actually Revolution arc working towards hay-
that these natural enemies, greatly re-
A
Th Daughters of the American
exterminated. would afford the game
and other valuable species a m 
s
ing established public drinking foun-
the suggle for existenceY. G., in 




submitting the proposition to the gen- 
s .,s...
le 
gobetter chance than they now enjoy in
tain over the city. On the ladies 
s—






was referred to, and that body now s' 
)
—Painter T. D. Swink of Owens_ requests the board of public works 
s. •'• S
born was here yesterday pursuing his and city engineer to confer with the
ovife, child and a man named B. C. good women, ascertain the probable
Smiley of L'ot.4sville believing the cost of the fountain. proeure cuts tull.P111,11PlaPlor'smaglill's ` ' 411"
wife eloped with- Smiley. She took shouting what they will look like, and Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
$.3oo of his money, and the trio spent also ascertain the points they are to tuck7 Faring- Easy Monthly Pay-
be erected. The hoard of works ment Lots for Investment. Western
J
a week here, going then to Memphis.
and engineer will then report hack to Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
London's new contralto, Marie the genkral touncil, either recom- Price List Free to Everybody. Send
Stuart, who has pleased all the critics mending the establishment of these for it. Office Fraternity Building.
is six feet two inches in height and or their rejection. The ladies will EDGAR W. WkII#EVORE, Paigu
is. tilled the "tallest lady singer in
the world.'" 








































































































We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject ta the Democratic Primary to
he held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
sebject to the Democratic Primary to
'be held Thursday. May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, two
City Cis&
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Hairy Bailey as a candi-
date for re-election to the office of
city clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1507.
We are authorized to announce
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
• for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
:Slay 2. teen.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May :, Kee.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907..
City Assessor.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re-
election to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, ow.
City Jailer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
, We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2.
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
'candidacy of R. M. Miles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
Gidley, the expert honsecleaner




bi9ousted ata etib ,Broadway, qppo-
site Palmer House, all of nlext week,
present a grand exhibition in the art
of glass blowing. Six first class art-
ins are constantly employed making
handsome otnamente out of common
wens and tubes of glass which are
piesented to their visitors as souven-
Sta.,• SPiOning *lass as fine as ilk,
Venetia!) glass blowing. a-glass steam
entaine ,in full operation and many
other _novelties of the glass blowers'
....pill are VI be seen at this exhtion.
'The admission is only to cent, in-
cluding a souvenir.




Miss Ella Patterson, the milliner,
leaves today for Magnolia, Miss., to
managc a large millinery house this
season.
Miss Zula Cobbs, the milliner, re-
turned last night from New York and
Chicago where she has been buying
spring goods. She was joined at
Chicaga by her mother, Mrs. J. W.
Cobbs, who remained there visiting
her other daughter, Mrs. Wm. Mather,
while Miss Cobbs was in New York.
Miss Verna St. John of North Fifth
has returned from a two months' visit
to Little Rock, Ark.
Mr. Sydney Loeb and bride have
arrived from the East end are at home
to their friends at Fifths and Broad-
way.
Captain and Mrs. W. H. Edwards
have returned from visiting in Charles-
ton, NI°.
Mr. J. D. Miller, the Hawesville
banker, is in the city.
Mrs. J. T. Land and three sons ar-
rived yesterday from aferidian, Miss.,
to join Mr. Land, the newspaper man
who recently located here.
Mee Sophriano Vaughan goes to-
KENTUCKY COMMISSION day to Carma III., to attend the bed-
WILL HANDLE THE MONEY side of 'her sick, mother, Mrs. C. H.
- Cleveland.
Fecieral Government, Though Con- 4 Colonel G us Singleton and County
tributing Sioasoo, Will Not JJailer James Eaker are expected home
Hamper the Lincoln Monu- I tomorrow from sojourning at Hot
ment w rk. Springs, Ark., for their health.
I Mrs. W. F. Paxton and daughter,
Washington, Is. C., March 1 —It Miss Sadie, left last night to sojourn
is announced authoritatively that the at Pass
 Christian, Miss. They were
federal government will have nothing 
accompanied by Mr. Edwin J. Paxton,
who will return next week.
to do with selecting a design or sup- a'a Miss Ethel Robertson goes
ervising the erection of a monument .Louis today to visit.
to Abraham Lincoln at Hodgenville Miss Ruth Parker is visiting in
1 he ten thousand dollar appropria- Benton.
lion by congress will be turned over Dr. B. F. Reeder, who went to
to the Kentucky commission, to be Panama last fall to take a place on
expended as the Kentucky commi*- the hospital staff, sailed Thursday for
'ion may decide , home and reaches here next week.
I Mr. J. J. Freudlich has returned
Commenting on the above telegram from New York and Chicago.
the Leusisvilk 'limes says: Mr. Leslie Puryear arrived pester-
"This will be sery welcome news day from McKenzie, Tenn., to spend
in Kentucky, for if a federal commie- several days with his mother, Mrs.
sion were appointed to act it would Ella Puryear of Jefferson street.
en:tip/scale matters and retard the
o ork, which the Kentucky commis- I OLIVER SAYS HE IS
lion has well along. WHANGDOODLED.
-The congressional appropriation of
$ro,000 makes a nice addition to the Men Who Lost Canal Contract
 Coins
New Phrase for Administrationfund already prostsled, which liras
only Caen°, $2.500 having been given 
Lemon.
by the state and $1.00010 he reified
by the town of Hodgenville, to be
toed in providing a base.
The Kentucky commission is coin-
posed of the following: Robert En-
I. Hodgenville. chairman; Charles
J Hubbard, Hodgenville: C. C. iBeard.
Fardeville; Inn It. Val% Louisville,
.1tol Lloyd W. Jones. New York, rep-
resenting the Collier people is ho
purchased the Lincoln farm for 1
public park.
'The commission had iit.A.Miggy
aereed on the design. but all the
eork done will be set aside. because
the largely increased fund iil per-
mit of something much more elabo-
rate in the way of a monument. It
is probable that something in bronze
will he agreed upon in connection
with the design "
4=MM=NWII.0
SWINDLED BY UNIQUE PLAN.
Southern Illinois Doctors Unwitting-
ly Aid a Bogus Insurance Com-
pany.
East St. Louis, LII., March 1.---
Three doctors of this city have ad-
mitted being victims of a conedence
game, and it is strongly suspected that
a dozen others are saying nothing.
hie looking for a timooth individual
who visited the city February 16 and
engaged various physicians to act a'
medical examiner% for an ineurance
company which the doctors found
later did not exist. The real bene-
ficiary of this mythical insurance com-
pany said that the fraternal organiza-
tion he represented was organized at
the recent national convention of
bankers in St. Louis and that it did
not expect to have many patrons out-
side Of bankers and other financiers.
The plan naturally looked good, anti
the finish of the interview was a sug-
gestion from the agent that the doc-
tor, who was to represent the com-
pany, fbotild be its patron. to a small
extent and take out a limited amount
of dicaccntal insurance. The three
physicians who admit having invested
are Dr. Hubert .B. Beedle. of 1318
State street, Dr. A. E. Rives, of 617
Trendley avenue. and Dr. J C., Cald-
well, of thot State street.
Dr. Beedle was so indignant over
the matter that. when he found that
Dr. Rives had al:so been appointed
medical crammer and that they were
each holding an empty honor he
swore out a warrant for the arrest of
the agent, alleging the loss of $2.75
through false representations. pr.
Rives idmits paying about $4 to the , emmme""•••""•••• 
agent end Dr. Caldwell is congratu-
lating 'himself over getting off for
$2.25. The warrant was placed in the
hands of the police yesterday, but the
chances of the agent returning to
East St. Louis are considered remote
Resisting Temptation.
"No railroa wreck today."
"Shall we 
gt 
e out an extra?"
"I think not. it seldom pays to be
sensational."—Washington Herald.
to St.
Washington, Match t.—The presi-
dent is now for the fourth time prac-
tically satisfied %nil the aspect of af-
fairs on the Panama canal.
Lieutenant Colonel Goethale and
his two army assistants will take
charge about March is, and it is use
drrstood that thee three enpineers
arc to have divided among them the
sitxy thousand dollars per annum
ehich was paid to Shounte and etre-
res. It is probable, however, that
when the army pay is taken into con-
sideration the engineers will, e
about fifteen thousand dollars apiece.
J. W. Oliver, whose contract was
formally rejected by the president, is
in town and exprisses the opinion
that Ile was buncoed. The intima-
tans from Mr. Oliver are that he had
bran promised, if he got the proper
contractors and could qualify finan-
cially. lie would certainly get the job.
On the strength of statements attrib-
uted to Mr. Oliver to the effect that
he had been promised he contract,
:lie War department officials went
over the correspondence and deny
that statement.
The war department claims that in
letters sent to Oliver on the sub-
;ect the point was always made that
the government did not accept any
bid absolutely and that it reserved
.he right to reject any and all bids.
Telking about the confidence he had
that he would get the contract, Mr.
Oliver said today that he was not
the "man to spend forty thousand
dollars chasing rainbows. I dug up
the men and the dollars. I entered
into this canal bid, called the adminis-
tration': hand and was whangdood-
led."
Boy With Patched Pants.
A somewhat solicitous writer for a
faint paper has asked: "What has
become of the boy with patched trotts-
(re?" Why, bless you, he is on the
farm, hopping clods sixteen hours a
day. He will go to town after awhile.
to run the banks and. stores and to be
a successful lawyer, preacher or phy-
sician. No one need worry about the
boy with patches on his trousers. He
is not confined to the country alone.
Cities have them galore. I am sorry to
say. It is the well drefsed boy with
eyeglasses and his hair parted in the
middle that this solicitous' writer
should be looking after. He's the fel-
low that is going to drop through• a
crack in the sidewalk and out of sight
one of these days:—Tri-State Farmer.
and county property for county and
state tax purposes this year will be
ib the neighborhood of $r toao,000. ac-
cording to the estimate yesterday or
Celonel Dick Davis,,, one of the mem-
bers of the county board of super-
visors, ahich body is just now wind-
ing up its two months' session that
be brought to a close next Mon-
or Tuesday. Mr. Davis believes
elle net increase the board made to
the figures of County Assessor Trout-
man will be between $300m00 and
$Goo.000. and, if this anticipated re.ult
is realized when they finish totaling
the books, it means the county supera
visors' figures will be just $soo.000 or
$600.003 higher than the total aeseseed
aluattan put on city property for
municipal tat - purposes by the city
board of supervisors, which finished
its annual work the first of this week.
Their documents showed that city
property for municipal tax purposes
was valued at $1o,8so,egre.
Last year the property in this city
and county was aluest at $toisau,ocro
for county and state tax purposes. I..
listing the properties for tor taxa-
tion. the county assessor raised some
valuations and lowered others while
performing his part of the task. The
first of this year the county viper-
visors took charge of the assessor's
books, and although they decreased
the valuation fixed in some properties,
-they believe the net raises will amount
to the figures mentioned.
The county board caught and listed
for taxation about $roo,000 worth of
notes that had beers recorded in the
county clerk's office, they showing the
holder thereof had money loane'd to
the extent of the amount mentioted
in the note.
The county and state tax com'oined
for too6 was $1.25 per $too, but it can-
not be told just exactly what it will
be for this year, because the fiscal
court does not decide until June how
moch,money it will take to run the
county government through the en-
suing fiscal year, therefore the mag-
istrates will not know until these
contemplated expenditures arc fixed
just how high a rate will be neces-
sary to raise the needed amount front
taxable property. It is not thought
it will be any higher than last year,
while there is a possibility of it being
some lower. The officials had left
over from '1906 a $25,000 county road
WAR BETWEEN JUDGE AND TEXAS SENATOR
THE SKATERS AND MAMMAS TAKEN TO TASK
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT SAYS THE CHILDREN SHALL NOT SKATE
IN THE COUNTY COURTHOUSE YARD, WHILE THE CHIL-
DREN AND MOTERS SAY HE IS NARROW-MINDED AND
COLD-BLOODED AS A SKATE, TO PREVENT THE LITTLE
ONES FROM INDULGING IN THIS HEALTHY PASTIME—
SOME OF THE BOYS MAY KIDNAP THE JUDGE, WHO IS
ONLY ABOUT AS BIG AS A MINUTE HIMSELF.
A bitter war is on between the
mothers and children residing atound
the county court house and Judge
Lightfoot, and the judge says if there
is an odium around him it will have
to continue clinging, as he does not
piopose to let the children skate upon
the smooth concrete pavements that
run through the yard.
The fine smooth sidewalks encircle
the court house, eistend to the four
cornets of the yard, reach over to the
county jail and from entrance doors
to the pavement on both Sixth and
Se.entli streets They make fine
skating places for the children on
their roller skates, and every day they
have been flocking there by the hun-
dreds, and especially on Saturday
when the schools were out. They had
a fine time at the happy and healthy
exercise.
Judge Lightfoot claims they get so
thick on the walks that they. knock
people down in skating along, as they
have no regard for the presence of
otters. The children say only one
person has been knocked down, and
that they have been as careful as pas-
sible end do not fleck to the walks
during week days until late an the
afternoon, follouing dismissal from
their schools.
The judge issued his order the first
of th;s week excluding the little ones
from the grounds altogether, and al-
though besieged from all sides to re-
Fcind the instruction, he positively
refuses out the ground that it had
come to be a nuisance, as the chil-
dren surged eVerywhere along the
walks in such large numbers people
could not walk.
He v.as urged to let them skate
when no court was its progress and
very few people visited the court
house, but he would not relav even
to that extent.
The people who vis:t the court
house state they do not mind getting
out of the children's way and that
the presence of the little ones does
not bother them. The judge, thought,
contends that many have asked him
to, exclude the children and he was
finally forced to do so. He is rung
up a hundred times daily and "bawled
out" by people desiring their children
to skate, but he say: he is tough-
skinned and hardened to this.
The judge himself as only about as
big as some of the larger bet's who
did skate in the yard, and there is a
rumor that a number of these kids
are going to waylay and kidnap the
judge some dark night and hold him
in bondage until he "comes across"
ith a skate order.
PROPERTY FOR COUNTY TAXES
VALUED AT ABOUT $11,350,000
MEMBER DICK DAVIS OF TH
VISORS BELIEVES THEIR
BETWEEN Ksoo,soo AND Stock°
MENT OF THE ABOVE Fl
CAUGHT AND ASSESSED AB
—BELIEVED THAT BY LET
OF $1.25 STAND ENOUGH M
TO CARE FOR FIXED EXPE
E COUNTY BOARD OF SUPER-
NEW INCREASES WILL TOTAL
oo, MAKING A TOTAL ASSESS-
GURE — BOARD THIS YEAR
OUT $icio,000 WORTH OF NOTES
TING LAST YEAR'S TAX RATE
ONEY WILL BE DERIVED
NDITURES AND $25.cloo DEFICIT.
The total assessed valuation of city 'deficit that 'sill have to be paid off
this year, and it is believed that this
sum, in, addition to regular expenses,
can be realized from $ros tax rate.
inasmuch as there will be the $etio.-
000 Of $600,000 additional valuations
to draw from. for reloa.
The county supervisors will finish
counting up the figures Monday and
!Tuesday and then turn the books back
, to the as-essor and comity clerk.
Brickbats From a Glues Howe.
The Londan Post charges that the
American financier is without morals.
"It is Becoming a grave question
whether Americans arc morally capa-
ble of conducting great industrial en-
terprises." it says. "Where they fail
is berause they love not yet devel-
oped an adequate sense of responsi-
bility to the public, to the state, and
to sonic other code higher than that
of Wall street and the ceent.Og
house."
In proof of this the Post itee the
insurance and packing house scandals
and clinches its argument by referring
to the railways."
:'Besides favoring trust': by
special rate;, besides practicing the
grossest favoritism and discrimina-
tions, the dictators of American rail-
ways hase committed the final and
impardorzat 'e -in ::( ahlowing their
lines to fa" ueerly acland the needs
of the age."
Granting all this, are our British
friend: so sternly upright that they
are justified in asking the kind of
American described to sit at their feet
and learn righteousness? Were the
Englisa packing 'houses found to be so
very much sweeter than our own?
Has there been any army grafting in
Cuba arid the Philippines comparable
with that upon which a corner of the
veil was lifted in South 'Africa?
Brickbats arc good missiles. We
fling them freely at one another on
this side of the water, and really need
no assistance front the outside. Does
the, esteemed London Post, organ of
the aristocracy, whose indifference to
money has never been noted, need to
be reminded that a glass house isn't
saf.ist sort of a fortress?---Chicago
Examiner.
England spends $180.exio,000 a year
on her navy. This is $5,0oo,000 more
than the combined expenditure of
France, Russia and Germany.
AF"PERMATH OF PREMATURE.'
ENDING OF BAILEY IN-
VESTIGATION.
His Assertions Denounced As Lies
And His Language An Insult to
Those Who Opposed Him.
Aus:in. Tex., March t.---The after-
math of the premature ending of the
investigation of charges against
United States Senator Joseph, W.
Bailey came when the house of repre-
sentatives met at 2 o'cick yesterday.
Representative after representative
rose to denounce Senator Bailey for
the language he had used Wednesday
evening in addressing himself to men
who had voted against hint. Senator
Bailey's assertions were denounced as
lies, his language as indecent and abu-
sive and his manner an insult to the
house of representatives of Texas.
Representative Sam Johnson, one of
the minority, denounced Senator
Baileyme
d teda  
"as maliciousa wilful,  and pre-
.,
Representative R. M. Brown used
language of same effect and stated that
if he had been present when the vote
was taken to "vindicate the senator
he would have voted against it."
Representative Beaty was extremely
caustic in his remarks and spared
neither the senator's public nor priv-
ate record. Beaty claimed that Sen-
ator Bailey had not been all that was
good aud noble back in Mississippi,
and he offered to pay the expenses of
any member of the legislature who
wanted to go to Mississippi to find
out. The speaker took exception to
Bailey's remarks, made bt innuendo
, against a member of the house to the
effect that "he had gambled with
negroas and had been used as an ex-
ample by ministers of his home town."
Representative Reedy of Smith
county vigorously assailed Setrator
; Bailey and denounced his utterances
' against the minority as false.
Representative Jenkins, author of
the minority report condemning Sen-
ator Bailey, pleaded guilty to the
charge of once having been a populist.
but said that he became a populist
when the democratic party had vio-
lated the principles of the demorracy.
"I denounced the so-called part) in
the days when there was not. a cfeain-
.ratic plank in theP Y."
he said, "I have been a good enough
democrat to write seven planks in the
gate platform you stand on toddy."
Representative Driggus. a friend of
Senator Bailey, rose to a question of
pereonal privilege to eulogize Sen-
ator Bailey. Representative Deild.
another friend of the senator, also
spoks in his behalf.
In consequence of Senator Bailey's
speech of Wednesday night. Lieuten-
ant-Governor Davidson and a major-
ity of the minority memeliip of forty
in the house have announced their
candidacy two years hence, and defy
Senator Bailey to defeat them.
Senator Bailey left last night for
Washington.
Three-Minute Beauty Talks.
The hair • will always grow .and
thrive if it receives proper attention,
for ill-he:tail at. absolutely the only
thing t at ntaise- the crowning glory
unmanageable and hopeless looking.
"Ma• • hair there's hope"
isna' for the woman
whose hair looks lifeless and comes
out by the Irindfnl.
The only thing to do when the hair
fails to respond to home treatment is
to go to a good hair specialist and
take scalp treatments, coneisting of
massage and electric brushing.
Then when it.is again in good con-
dition to take thorough care of it. 'A
tonic that will stimulate the growth
and that may be used nightly is made
of half an ounce of tincture of can-
tbarides, seven ounces of listerine and
one dram of bisulphate of quinine.
The use of this tonic, with constant
brushing and a shampoo every two or
three weeks, ought to keep in Fretful
condition the most fractious head of
hair that ever bothered a woman.
Pont get too nthusiastic, however,
and try to make up for past neglect
by washing the hair too ofter,. for too
frequent shampooing exhausts tte nu-
tritive elements of the glands.
Never, under any circumstnaces, dia
turb dandruff by the use of a fine
comb, even if your mother and your
grandmother did think it invaluable.
The growth will only increase as the
skin or scalp is irritated and bruised.
—New York Mail.
Judge Charles T.
appointed to the Main
never had a picture t
dward, lately
rerne court
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement
- Some statistician has 'discovered that
the average woman carries forty to 
r Phonessixty miles of hair on her head.. -
wIS• KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CNNNIN® HAM












lust sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great diffe
rence.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes,
We know how to store 
per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.
IJ. 11. OehlschlaegerDRUGGISTSXTH AND BROADWAY
WE 'USE




lie ausc it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second. An Alleged Parallel.
TI e button holes, or stud (Nashville Banner.) •
holes match. The sensational murder case on
Third. trisl in New York has brought fotik
some con-parisons of one of the mostNegligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with- conspicuous charactere therein with a
out injury. picturesque figure in English history
Fourth. of the restoration period. Some re-
It irons either stiff or pleated serrInance may be marked between
bosoms like new, and the all successful Delilah's who have
"hump" so often seen is 'miss- enamored strong men and ruined
ing. weak ones. Cleopatra, Ninon de
No other like it in West Ken- L'encios and all others of the type
tucky. Satisfy yourself by were not unlike, but there were cer-
sending us your laundry. tarnevents in the lives of Nell Gwynn
ond Evelyn Thaw that suggested .an
Star Laundry -unusual parallel. Blth were of hpmbleorigin, both when, young atiM tin 
usually comely wire thiust into (he
fetid air of a theater in a great city.
Both were victims of their environ-
ment. There is no convincing evi-
eence that either attempted to with-
stand t. and both came into convict'.
ous public notice by having captivated
gilded weaklings who lavished on
them the luxuries of inherited wealth.
There the parallel ends. The degen-
erate whom Nell Gwynn captured hap
pened to wear a crown, one of the un-
steady Stuarts, not altogether bad, not
wholly foolish. hut one on whose bed
chamber door the witty and facetious
Earl of Rochester scribbled:
"Here lies our sovereign lord theking
Whose word no man relies on;
He never says a foolish thing,
Nor ever does a wise one."
Chrales II was as vicious as Harry
Thaw. perhaps, but he did not make
s
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack. Nell
 Gwynn hi' wife. Yet, when he
held up her male infant at a window
et company—the cheapest and bee and said to the king, looking on be-
excursion out of Paducah. low, "Make him.a duke, sire," duke he
became, and duke his descendant is in
t England today, the eleventh of the
line.
Tennessee river & rotor' 
that action that covered a multitude of
sins. And then. too, Nell Gwynn Was
There was a motherly inatinet in
S8100 For the Round Trip to 
the founder of one of the noblsst
charities in Great Britain, one that
still exists, nearly 300 years afOr her
death. Considering Nell Gwynn's role
of a fond mother and generous philan-
thropist, there is little in the frail little
creature in New York go suggest the
famous English beauty who has been
called her prototype. The New York
woman deserted one man to go with
another less attractive, one of greater
wealth. She tells a remarkable story
of having rejected this last man's
proffers of 'marriage because of her
past !ifs until he gave asurance that
i• did not affect him. P.ut it is a
melodramatic narrative and. hardly
consistent with the further as'aevera-
tion that he had been grossly wrong
or different from that other women.
But let the resemblance be what it
may, there is nothing in the iife of
either woman to admire, so far as
they are alike, and the Fympatity they
evoke comes solely of the fact that
early associations, that neither could
have escaped, carried them into evil.
In an obscure part of England there
:s an inn-keeper named Oliver Crom-
well, Ile is a lineal descendant of the
man whom Charles II succeeded in
contral of the affairs of Great Britain:
It ia said that be cares nothing or
this fact, and is rather shy about the
distin;tion ;nay give him. Such
lineage is held in no high' esteem in
England, because the Cromwell family
lwas not noble. But so far as descent
lcounts foil anything, certainly he has
more lc be proud of than Charles
Whet is said f ,e the greatest drug 'victor Albert Aubrey De Vere Beau-
store in the won „ocists in Moscow, clerk, duke of St. 'Albans, earl of Bu-
and is soa years Since 1893 it has ford and Baron 1-liddinizton, with a
been in the family of the present pro- great cr.stle am! 0,00ri acres of Lincoln
prietor. It is a building of imposing shire Isnd.
dimensions, with many departments,
including one for the professional edu
cation of the staff, which numbers
700 ptaranne They make up about




An "unbossed goveruur" is a "boss
gcvernor.—New York World.
North Dakota's supply of winter
is a good deal larger than the de-
niand.—Chicago News.
The favorite form of social enter-
tainment in Albany this winter will
be the surprise party.—New York
Evening Mail.
A wild, halry man has been cap-
tured in Mexico. We often wondered
'.bat had become of the populist
party.—Cleveland Leader.
General Bell reports that nearly all
the Cubans have plenty of work.
l'robably that is the reason they are
dissatisfied.—Cleveland Leader.
?Senator 'Beveridge wants to pro-
hibit child labor, but we are not to
think from this that lie would cut
off the boy orator from working at
His trade —Chicago News.
In a safe-robbery in the remote
rorthwest, it is said that the robbers
left in disgust upon finding within
no parcels of coal or other rare valu-
ables.—New York Commercial.
Connectiout is now boasting of a
cow that chews tobacco. The cow
probably finds it difficult to distin-
guiali between Connecticut tobacco
snd cabhage.—Washington Post.
The Pall stall Gazette objects to
Ambassador Bryce not so much be-
csuse " he has a heart like a hotel"
as for fear that lie will run it on the
American plan.—New York Evening
Mail
The warden of the Ohio peniten-
tiary says Cassie Chadwick is a model
prisoner. This only goes to show that
good results may generally be expect-






NOW IS THE TIME
.THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA r : .
k 306 BIM Day and Night
...atalogue School
Excursion
It Is a trip of pleasure, cousfon
and rest; good service, good tabt
good roams, etc. Boats leave cad/
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Jai




Round Trip to F sNSVILLE AND
RETURN, Conti 'is Passage, $4s00l
Unlimited Tick .s oo, meals and
berth included.
.41140
ROUND TRI TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, 1.5o each, without
meals; $2 oo with seals. •
Good music r lI the boats.. For
further particul ee
S. A. FOWLE Gun, Pass. Agent
or GIVEN PC Os.:R, City Pass.
Agent. Phone
ato, •••••••••,. Arami•Ill•M
rAf the present moment the coun-
tries of Europe are spending on their
armies and oavies as much as $4,000,-
000 a day.
Trag•edy Of FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
The Wine.. (..lass-
s The Twice-a-Week Repubfic, of St. amination. The pictures and frames
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti- are neat and pretty enough to grace
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by the walls of a millionaire's home.
(Written for the Register.) Scene IV. Three graves among the 7 5-4 inches, to every one sending $r There is nothing cheap or shoddy;
Scene I. A young man's tempta- cypres
s shadows. Grave .of the child for the year's subscription to their looking about them. They car not bo
who died from a father's neglect. great semi-weekly paper and Farm duplicated in the retail stores ior less
lion. A crowd of associates standing Grave of the wife who died of a Progress, a monthly agricultural pa- than 50 cents. The best recommendaa
around him in that hell's ante-room, broken heart. Grave of the husband Per published by The Republic. tion that we can give them is to Mgt
a bar-room. ' who died in the drunkard's delirium. This offer is open 4o both new and that if you are not thoroughly satis.
"Oh, George, drink with us once, No flowers whispering of a hereafter old subscribers. If you ahe taking fled with your picture they will refund
just this one time in honor of our of joy. and love, but the nettles and the paper at present, send in your dol- the money for your subscription and
friend. Wine cannot hurt you." hemlock of a misspent life, the sigh lar and have your time marked up for pay the postage for returning the pie-.
sets .he cut glass decanter on time graves and the tears of the raindrops , ful pictures without any extra cost.
The young man drinks, but, as he of The night wind over the lonely one year and get one of these beauti- turIef tyoouthaerm.e
already a subscriber to
marble bar. a slimy form uncoils in on the hemlock leaves. The pictures re genuine works of the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC.
its treacherous depths and the appe- a * * !art, done in nine colors. Two of theat or if you want only the agricultural
tite, which "biteth like a serpent," Scene V. A destroyed soul's eter- are beads of beautiful girls. One monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
awakens in the young man's heart. $ ity. Agony, horror, despair. The wears a black picture hat and has two dime for one year's subscription to
* * * very blackness of darknes forever, roses pinned to her pink bodice. If this big sixteen-page farm and home
Scene IL The marriage altar . The Anguis!i holding to reluctant lips the this one is desired, order No. to, "The paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE.
triumphant tones of the wedding chalice of woe unutterable, through- Spring Girl" No. ti, or "The Summer PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
march. Bright lights, happy faces. out eternal ages. Hideous, grinning Girl," wears a light brown picture weekly family paper in the country.
The odor of orange blossoms. The demous carousing over the wreck of hat, trimmed with light green. She and Farm Progress is the fastest
solemn invocation, "Whom God haat all that was bright or beautiful in an also wears a white and green waist, growing farm monthly in America.
edited." Prayers, congratulations and earlier life and waving their black with a bunch of very pretty flowers at Remember that you get "both these
tremulous good-byes. 'slags in triumph over the downfall her breast. The remaining picture, or splendid publications for a year and
s • * mof a soul for who Christ difd. The No. 12, is a three-quarter length pie- one of these handsomely framed pie.
Scene III. A wife waiting for stag- serpent of remorse coiled around the tune representing "The Winter Girl," tures, all for only P.
gering footsteps. Old garments thrust bleeding heart and conscience with with a long coat, boa about her neck Remit by postoffice or express
in the broken windows. The fire its scorpion lash, hounding the soul , and a muff, money order, registered letter or banii
dead in the grate and hunger's gaunt from stage to stage of a never-ending The frames are made of rounded draft. Do not send personal checks.
visage peering from an empty pantry hie tragedy, metal and are all black. To tell them Write name and address plainly. Ad.
and mocking a mother's efforts to re. Eternal darkness shrouds them from front real ebony it would be necessary dress all orders to the St. Louis Re.
pel another specter of sterner mien view. Turn. away and drop the cur- to take them from the wall for ex- public, St. I.ouis, Mo.
who is bending over the cradle an,. lain on the scenes of a wasted life.
fanning with his sable pinions th MAY ELLIS.
forehead of her child. Paducah, Ky., Feb. 2S, too7. Abram L. Weil eic Co
LARGEST METEORITE LATEST REPORTS
FOUND IN OREGON ON TUBERCULOSIS. FIRE INSURANCE:
Beautiful Framed Picture
Visitor From SomeOther Planet Wil: Washington Authorities Tell of the
Be .Fahibited at Alaska-Yukon- Alarming Spread Among Dairy
Pacific Exposition. Herds,
Seattk, Feb, 27.—Visitor fri.in Ma: NV.m im g ton horities report an
or some other distant region or plane' ..iarming spread of tuberculosis atm&
a massive meteorite. the largest eat 'miry etossa. That the disease is stead -
found in the western hemisphere. set ily on the increase in many parts of
he on exhibition at the Alaska-V nkor the country there can be no doubt.
Pacific exposition at Seattle in t00% :nd :he norst of it is that it is like-
The meteorite stone fell recently $! %vise a tlic haft to human life. The
a farm in Linn county, Oregon. I fact has been clearly demonstrated
is fifteen feet in diameter. whic:i that the dread malady may be directly
makes it the largest in exi•Tence. ; transmitted through the milk oi tuber-
When it fell it sank ten feet into the culotoi cows to human xictims.
I 
ground. The Dutch farmer on whose 1
. he latest conclusion reached by ex-
land it dropped did not realize that , eeriments is that the transmission of
the stone possessed any particular in- tuberculosis takes place through the
!terest or value and as if was in his milk of the cows affected with the
barnyard lie filled up the hole so his "mammary" form of the disease—that
cattle would not fall into it. Arrange- is where the disease centers in the
merits are now being made to take udder In case.. however, where the
care of the huge stone until it is time disease /ma reached an advanced stage
to exhibit it at the Alaska-Yukon-Pa- without the udder, tubercle. bacilli
citic exposition, which, although het'! may lie found in the milk. The dig -
primarily for the purpose of exploit' ease prevails especially in the dairy
ing Alaska and Yukon and the coon regions among calves and pigs. and in
tries bordering upon the Pacific ocean. order to avoid danger from its further
will not decline to accept exhibit• dissemination, it is necessary to steri-
from other planets. lire all milk of tuberculous coves he-
Oregon seems destined to supply lore feeding to calves or pig'
expositions with displays from giant- Experiments in Paris reported last
world;. The second largest meteor- month go to show that when cultures
itc known to be in existence previous of human bacilli were tis pen ded in
to this was found three years ago in the in-estinal cavity of cattle and
Clacicimas county, near Oregon City. other Animals, it was found that these
by a farmer named Eli, Hughes on animals would soon give a reaction to
land owned by the Oregon Iron anal tuberculin which existed for a year or
Steel company. It was entirely abovs more, slthough no true infec:ion took
ground, and is composed of malleabli plass. -Earns Progress.
iron with a trace of cobalt and nicke'
Hughes kept his find secret untO The Stairway.
lie had moved the meteorite onto hi s In a recent snit in a Cincinnati
a 
own land, when the Oregon Iron and court a lawyer was cross-examining
Steel company learned that the stone German. the point under inquiry being
was discovered on their property the relative position of the doors,,
The company enjoined him in the cir- dowa and 50 forth in a house in which
cuit court and won the case, claiming a certiin transaction was alleged to
the property. as it was found on land have occurred.
belonging to the company. "And now, my good man," the law-
The meteorite was placed on a flit yet said, "will you he good enough to
boat and floated down the Vv'illiamette tell the court how the stairs ruin in
river to Portland. where it was an ex- your house."
hibit oi great interest at the Lewis The German looked dazed for a
and Clark exposition. It weigh, about moment. "How do they run?" he re -
twenty tons and it takes twelve horses peated:
to move it. "Yes, how do the. stairs run?"
"Veil," continued the witness, "yen
A Real Dilemma. I am oopstairs dey run down, and yen
It was a steep grade in a mountain I am downstairs dey run oop "liar -
division and the old lady was a fid- per'e Weekly.
gety, highly sensitive person. She
said to the condoctor as he punched ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
her ticket: "Cohductor, is it a fact AND GET RESULTS.
that the locomotive is at the rear of 
the train?" "Yes, madam," the con-
ductor answered. "We have a 
S
loco-
motive at each end. It takes one- to TM NE AND ENLARGED EDITION OF
push and one to pull to get up thiS WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
grade." "Oh, dear, what shall I do?" •
moaned the old lady. "Pm 
always DICTIONARY •
train-sick if T ride with my back to semis in Voesiishiry. t is the most nee-
fur In 7A' and contents, juditionaly se.
the locomotive "—Kansas City Times. ineten to exclude corruptions of raid
Significance of Colors. usage, and to avoid untuteillglble tech-
nica
The news that a European has been 
ls.
zaftig in Arrangement. Each word be.
noticed in Jamaica wearing white as Anna a paragraph iii it. corn-ct alphabet-
mourning for a relative lost in the teal pinee 
and i+ readily elniglit by the eye.
Excels in Kiy1110ingiell. Thew are corn-
recent catastrophe recalls the fact that Ode and 'tient ific, and embody the best
that color was originally 'employed resuitsorpanningy. 
Theyarenmsertmped
or crowded into olvicuiv place&
in many countries to indicate rever- Excels in Pronunciation which Is 'wh-
ence for the dead. In fact the custom moat iv n•welling with the diaceitIc
ally
Maile.f icy ters used in the Reboot books.
obtained in Europe as late as the the soon& of which taught in tho
reign cif Charles VIII. cif France, and Public tw'hools• •
Egad' in Definitions. They are clear.
in Italy, too, it lingered, though for terse. yet 50)11100e. WA am given in tan
women only, the men wearing brown. order in wok!i the word h
is Required its
shades of meaning. Many of the dello!.
In Ethiopia the white soon changed time' are illtuitrated.
to gray, and in Egypt to yellow. saws in Ito Appendix wh
ich Is a packed
stet-earnest, of upefu I knowledge.
China, however, employs it to this iscala as a Working Dictionary. No
day. Other colors have had their other boos embodies es) much noel ill in-
termation. or is so indhopensable in the
vogue—blue, for instance, which even home, study, school, or office. •
now is used in Turkey, Armenia and The International has 2.380 quer-
Syria. The latter signifies the heaven- to pages with 5000 'illustrations.
I7/ region; white stands for prity; gray 
25,000- new words have recently
and brown typifY our Mother Earth, been added and the 
Gazetteer of
and black, most repellant of mourning the 
World, and Biographical Die-
denary have been completely re-
colors, would seem to 'suggest an vised under the aupervimon of W.





for the whole family. Also
Illustrated parnpkbet.
G.& C. MERRIAM CO.,
• kas.00ksas,
1111PINNOFIELD, MASS.
In the jewel house of the Tower of
London there is a hook bound
throughout ifS gold, even to the wires
to the hinges. Its clasps are two
rubies set at opposite cods Qf four
golden links.
Accident, Life,;Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 734
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of ow pat rons and the citizens of Paducah. ws
have placed cOpite of the directories o t the cities named below in the mem
ing Register office at 523 Breladwa y. where the public is invited to call
when desiring the address of any r esident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS




List of Directories on File
ALLESFIENY CITY, PA. MANITOU, COLO.
ATI ANTA, GA. MEMPHIS. TENN.
BALTIMORE. MD. MILWAUKEE. WIZ
BOSTON, MASS. MINNEAPOLIS. MINK
NASHVILLE, T1124N.BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
BRONX. N. Y. $ $NAUGATUCK, CONII.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. NEWARK. N. J.
BUFFALO, N. Y. NEW ALBANY, IND,
CHATTANOOGA. TENN. NEW HAVEN. COMM.
CINCINNATI. 0. I NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPOIRT, KY.CHICAGO, ILL
CLEVELAND, 0. NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS. 0. NORWICH, CONN.
COLORADO CITY, COLO. PADUCAH. KY,





DENVER. COLO. SALT LAKE CITY, IFTAIL
DETROIT, MICH. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. ST. PAUL, MINN.
DULUTH, MINN. ST. LOUTS. MO.
FAIRFIELD. CONN. SOUTHPORT. CON/4.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. SPRINGFIELD, O. . .: • ?,
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND. STRATFORD. CONN.
KANSAS CITY, KAI& 4SUPERIOR CITY, KIM.
KNOxyruz. =KN. TOLEDO, 0.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. UTICA, N. T. ' ' Yte
LOUISVILLE. KY. WATERBURY, CONN.
MANHATTAN, N. Y. YONICERS, N. Y.
MANCOCHESN STEOR p VA.








Register Office, 523 Broadway
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" N U BLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
4 Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.






















Now is the Om to Buy
Mall paper
We have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper










for Tour picture frames
315 13ROFIDWRY
'1T IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LI1AVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH





GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock  $100,000
Surplus   $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON. Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cash:sr.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.




Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 169t
FREE
From Isr.2c Shelby to I. C. W. Beckham
'comic= ALL F
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Been Published. FREE
The Evening Pmt has for oeveral years .dearored tnseettre picture. of all Kentucky
Coverunts and has at last succeeded j them through the assistance of the Ken-
terJty State historical Society. •
la order to place these picture, in a permanent form, they have bee, arranged 4n a
group in an stp-Uwdese Atlas showing. Kentucky with the latest census, pictures of
all the president. of the united /hates. )(tiler. and Flags of al! nittions. steamship routes,
statistical data, history of the lIttuno-Japtin War. also late maps of the United states, Pan-
ama canal, pastern and Western Hemisphere, reports of the last three national CC naall
and m002(411"/ historical Information.
This unique and valuable Atlas la FREE to ALL EVEr411440 PS*SUESCRTBPRS.
It U.S now a subscriber send ft on for a full year. subscription by mail or $2.00 for six
month's subscription. understand that these rates are by v..;aal only and that the bob-
acriprion ;rice by carrter or agent Is to cents pet week.
The Eventing Post publishes sit or more editions daily and the latest edition is smut to
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.'
The Evening Post is Lrst in everything end $as the most State
market reports.




Zkr Eurnwg jlwd. LOUISVILLE. KV.
11
Advertise in the Register and gefresults





The Scotch seldom kiss.
The giraffe's tongue is twenty
inches long.
Sirius is a sun 2,700 times bigger
than ours.
An elephant tusk yields ten billiard
balls.
Good tea in China costs but 6 cents
a potted.
The Liggest guns are worn out after
too firings.
An elephant can carry three tons, a
camel soo pounds.
There is no legal punishment for
drunkenness in Russia.
Potatoes formerly passed as cur-
rency in western Ireland.
France to clarify her wines uses Pose
000,000 eggs a year.
There are many Hungarian 'towns
Whose every citizen is titled.
The Persians have a different name
for each day of the month.
Spain's salt works extract, 350,000
tons of salt yearly from the sea.
*Among the yellow races it is
thought unlucky to sleep with the
head to the north.
The czar owns over 1,000,000 square
milea of real estate, comprising rich
gold mines, cultivated tracts and vast
forests.
"The pure-food question is as old,"
said an antiquary. "as the bills."
Ile took down a volume bound in
gray calf.
"This is the diary," he said, "of
Ifenrizh Cruger, born in Amsterdam
in i724, died in New York in 18o7.
Listen to the pure-food kick that
Henry put up in 3783."
The antiquary read:
"Nfonday, 18th Oct—TI I would
drink water I must quaff the mawkish
contems of a cursed open aqueduct,
exposed to all manner of defilement
and impregnated s%ith all the filtli-ffif
the town.
"Aa for the intoxicating potion sold
as win?, it is a vile. unpalatable and
pernieoes sophisticationhaiderdashed
with :icier, corn spirit and the juice of
sloes.
"The bread is a dcleterioug paste.
mixed with chalk, alum and bone
ashes. insipid to the taste and de-
structive to the constitution.
"The table beer, guiltless of hops or
malt, is vapid and nauseous. The tal-
lowy. rancid mails called butter it
manufactitred of candle grease and
kitchen stuff. The fresh eggs were
fresh once.
"The greens are boiled with bra's
half-pence in order to improve their
color, while the pickles. though very
inviting to the eye, are often inaup-
portaii'y rank to the taste, the reason
being that in tl.eir caw also the house-
wife has boiled a shilling's worth or
two of half-pence or a pound bras'
weight in the vinegar."
A harsh. raw wind was blowing.
Now and then a flurry of icy rain fell
The streeta were ankle deep in slvh.
"Speaking of rank climates." said a
globe-Arotter as he laid 'on a fresh
lair. "I have experienced the 'three
worst.
"Of these three unspeakable cli-
mates 1 give the palm to the Straits
of agetlan. There it rains on an aver-
age of a5o days in the year. The wind
blows a . hurricane from January to
December. TO therommeter never
rises much above the freezing point.
A year round of raw, hitter days of
rain and snow.
"Next come' Sierra Leone. on the
Africin west cow. That lovv•lying.
marshy region has an average temper-
ature of St degrees and the annual
rainfall is tflo inches —calm-Mous
There are, too. the 'smokes.' These
are mists: smelling like oyster mml,
that rise continually from the marithes
giving marsh fever to nine taut of ten
of the white men that breathe them.
A year round of hot and. sticky days.
with vile-smelling cloud; of mist and
whirring clouds of mosquitoes.
"Last come the high table lands of
central Asia. where the lack of moist-
lire in the air makes the days Saharan
and the night arctic. Days like a red-
.'s-4 fernace. nights like a January
blizzard—before this range of temper-
ature no human constitution can stand
up."
Fido's Filial Duty.
The story comes irons Chicago.
whence comes many weird tales, but
this one is vouched for by a gentle-
man who was an eye-witness.
It happened on a crowded car. A
woman had taken her seat and ear-
nestly requested the conductor to tell
her w'aeit they got to Fifty-third
street. Site carried x fluffy white
thing, that at first glance. seemed to
he it muff, but a muff doesn't bark.
and soon a sharp little "yap" betrayed
the French poodle. But Fido was a
good ,!oggie; he snuggled down in his
inistreas' arms and slumbered sweetly.
The car rolled on and at the proper
corner the conductor opened the door
and bellowed: "Fifty-third street!"
and the car stopped.
No response from, the lady; so Ve
shouted once more: "Fifty-third
street!" in a tone that said. "come.
Low; it's a nice street; get off if you
want to," and a fellow passenget po-
1(tely nudged the lady and murmured:
"This is Fifty-third street. madam."
"Oh, is it!" she cried; grabbed the
sleeping canine, parted hit hair and
brushed it away from his precious
eyes. held' him up to the window and
cooed: 'Tido, dear. look out The win*








Washington, March. 1.—There is a
flavor of historical romance in a claim
presented to the interior department
by General Isaac R. Sherwood, mem-
ber of congress elect Irons Toledo, in
behalf .of . James .M. .Wolcott .of
Maumee, 0. Wolcott is a descendant
of the famous Indian Chief Little Tur-
tle, who was the head of the Miami
Indians, one of .the most powerful
tribes of the northwest, and is proud
of 'his Indian. ancestry.
He lays claim to 320 acres of land
in the city of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
which is covered with residences and
business houses, ,and with the im-
provements thereon is worth many
millions of dollars. He has no ee-
pectation of getting possession of
this property in its present condition.
but. insists that he has an equity in
it and hopes to establish it by the
government records.
Many of General Sherwood's prede-
cessors front the ninth congressional
district have sought to prove up this
claim, but have been unsuccessful,
and now he is undertaking to de it
from a sense of duty to one .of his
constituents.
The claim of Wolcott is for letters
patent to a half section of land
granted to Ann Turner under the
treaty of St. Mary's of Oct. 6, 1818.
After the notable battle of Fallen
Timbers, in which General Anthony
Wayne defeated the Indians of north-
western Ohio and their British allies,
the government of the United States
made a Arcaty of peace with Little
Turtle.
The Miami chieftain had one son
and three daughters. One of them,
called Wa-lfan-Ga-Flith, married Cap-
tain William Welis, a Kentuckian,
who at the age of to years was cap-
tured by the Miami tribe and adoptd
by Little Turtle. By that marriage
Anna Wells was born and named
by the Indians Ah-Fiz-Zach-Quali
Willett she grew to womanhood she
married a man by the name of Tur-
aer.
• Ana Turner, her two sisters and
her brother were each granted 640
acres, or a section of land!. by the
treaty of tgtfi. By a special act of
congress. approved March 2, IRO(
Captain Wells was granted the right
of preemption of 320 acres, or half
a section of land, situated at Fort
Va'ayne, on the banks of the Wabash
river, in what was then Indiana ter-
ritary. •
The fell section which Ann Turner
received under the treaty was con-
veyed us ihe United States, in t8S.4 for
a consideration of $1,350, but it is
claimed that the half section referred
to was never technically ceded to
the got ernment for the reason that
the official records do not show that
the transfer was submitted to the
preaidnt for his approval.
General Sherwood says that the
bureau of Indian affairs will make a
further search to determine positively
whether or not there is any record of
the presidential approval of the trans-
fer. He thinks it will not be found,
and in that event believe' Wolcott
will he able to prove np his claim
to an equity in the property.
BOBBIE'S ESSAYS.
(William .1' Kirk. in Chicago
Stniner.)
My Teacher.
My teecher is a lady. she is tall ft:
thin & about forty (me years old. she
is married & i think her & her Nes-
hand zee very happy beekaus she has
a good steddy job.
Teechera doant sit vary big pay loi•
thay aaiv stun mutiny beekaus thay
cant play Bridge Whist in the after-
noon', they have to be in skool,
in about 'Uruguay & Paraguay &
the principel producks of Brazil.
My teecher is pretty sharp. she
keeps snm of ns after skool & calls us
her Littel Helpers, we sharpen all the
pencils & cicen off all the blackboards
& wile we are working she tells us
Satan finds sum mischef still for !del
Hand; to do. I guess her husband
has his two (2) hands full of mischef.
Every Friday we have speeking &
the teecher sets on the platform 
wile
we are saying our peecea. I spoak
peere last .week that started His
hands are folded across his brest. &
the feecher set) That must be my hush
band, the only time his hands are not
folded across his brest is when 1 have
my nay clay.
Steam.
'.teem is what cum; from water
after ;t gits too hot to be still, it is
found in engines & Stith flats etc.
it hauls cars full of pecpul until the
cars fall off the track & it sends the
grate ships across the (.)shun with
rich peepuP & actor; on hoard.
the first steamship was maid by 
a
man named Mister Fulton. wich lived
near Fulton street. thare was man
that Mister Fulton, owed hots.' 
of
mutiny & this man had a sailing ship
& Mister Fulton sed The only 
way to
git away from ibis Pest is to go faster
in the water than he can. he always
catches me on dry land so he maid is
steamship & rode up the Hudon river
with the rich mart,way behind, 
the
rich man saw be was gitting beh
ind,
so he sed I will settel for fiifty 
(so)
cents on the dollar, but Mister 
Fulton
-seri Watch my hote go around 
the
bend, goodbye.
then the rich men got sicem hote;
too, SO the only way to say goodbye
to them now is to ride on 
the New
York ( entral behind a steam 
engine.
RECRUITS FOR ARMY
NOT MANY APPLICATIONTS AT
ELECTION TIME.
The Sort of Men Who Are in Evi-
dence at the Government En-
Hating Office and Their
Number.
--
"Recruiting?' The keen-eyed majot
who has charge of ties recruiting office
on Third avenue swung around in his
swivel chair. "This is the dull sea-
son for recruiting. There is no other
time a 'to year when there are so few
enlistments."
"For what reason? Oh, the election,
I think. The men can get more work
and better pay outside just now, so
they are not so anxious to join the
army."
"Then it isn't always patriotism
that makes them millet?"
The kindly faced °Seer shook his
head, relates the New York Times.
"No. Sometimes It's femme they're
out of work and hard up. Others loin
the army through love of adventure,
but there are some," the fighting
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are
some who join for love of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
looked nearer 17 than 20, entered the
room. He had passed the physical
examinatlon and safely run the gan-
tlet of the other departments and had
at last reached the final court. The
recruiting officer looked the boy ovez
with a military keenness that was not
unkindly.
"Your age?" he asked, In a %risk
tone.
"Twenty-one," answered the boy.
"Will your parents oertffy to that?"
"I have none," sad the youth, stead-
ily, but with a nervous dngerlag of his
soft hat. "I'm an han."
The officer asked him several other
questions and brought the interview
to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you in to-day" he said,
Slid LI the boy's face clouded, be add-
s& "DrIng Certifications as to your
age and character and a recAncienda-
'ion from the last man for whom you
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
enlist you to-morrow."
"It's his age," explained the major.
'He doesn't look anywhere near 21."
"But can't boys of IS selist!-
"Certainly, but net without their
parents' consent. They have tri bring
papers from their parents and lettere
of recommendation before we'll take
therm"
"And married men,"
"Generally speaking. In times ol
Dear, they're barred. Unless the coin.
act of some regiment is willing to taks
married man it is against the retie
lations to enlist him. You understand
there's ne provision made by the gov-
ernment for the support of the fam-
ilies of soldiers. The men cannot live
with their families, and it is out of
the question to move them about the
country, so the •Dernediets are practic.
ally barred from the ranks.
-Yes, indeed, they sometimes slip
In. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape in that way.
And some of them, if they get tired of
army life, or think they are In any
danger, resurrect their wives, as it
were, and use them as an excuse for
heir discharge from he service.
Then they are dishonorably dia.
charged for having enlisted by fraud.
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Infantry and artillery to the cavalry
because there is much leas work ie
the first two. A cavalryman has to
take care of his horse as well as his
equipments; he has the work of the
Infantryman and about as much again.
On the field, when camp is pitched,
he has to look out for his horse before
he can attend to his own wants. The
artillery offers the most advantages.
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery is •
"On an average in this Once we
have from 1.200 to .1,I.00 enlistments a
year. Fur '11..1 peat fzw years Say
Francisco las irir.!.. e record fro
enlistmentr, bu ta' . beetling!: there
are more reenlistment' there than
anywhere else. All the soldier'
brought back from the Philippines
land In Lan Francisco, and the great
number of those who again enter the
army enlist in the western city."
Turtle in the Mail.
When•the last western pouch was
brought from the railroad station at
Paterson and danipea en the distribut-
ing table at the post office a huge soap-
plug turtle walked out of the roucja and
visited itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made its way to the stamp da-
partmeot. The turtle had enough
stamps on its hack to take it to its desti-
nation, but the paper containing the ad-
dress had been lost in transit. Under
the rules of the department, the turUe
will be sent to the dead-letter office un-
less the sender can be found, and will
forward enough stamps to - cover its
ihtpment back. Meanwhile, the car-
riers' association has adopted the turtle,
and, despite the department rules,
talks hopefully of tieing able to relegate
the turtle to the soup-pot.--Newark
News.
Everything Accepted.
"You seem to think a good deal . of
that man."
"Well, I ought to," admitted the youag
author. "1-1(:'s lift-, only person who
never rejects my contributions."
"Ah, editor, eh?"
"No; he passes the plate at war
ehurch."—Pittsburg Post.
Meat Discarded.
In Uruguay, until within a few yea
the sale of hides was the only part of
cattle Industry that yielded any es
the FAat been: =auk eibnattiot. as
B. F.. Sears
. •RACTI -Al SU RVIEl'Oet
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Practice in all the courts of th.
State. Both phones 3z,
Rooms I, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNIN6 SEARS, M.D.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Buildir.t,
523 1-3 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reef
FLOURNOY & REED ,
LAWYERS




Room No. 5. Reduces
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone toga.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room tia, Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 454N
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)













Hithest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and lien everytking.
sill-sao Court Street: uid Phase
ty6A.
Clem Fransiola




WITH THE SAME INTELLI-
GENT CARE THAT YOU SE-
LECT YOUR DOCTOR.
The ability and integrity of the man
who prepares your medicine is just
as important to you as the knowledge
and skill of the man who orders it.
You select your doctor because you
have confidence in his ability. Choose
your druggist for the same good tea-
-on. The work of each depends for
its success on the work of the other,
At M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or
unregistered clerk is allowed to pre-
rare your medicine.
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FOR RENT-Elegant flats, Sev
(nth and Broadway. Apply to B. H.
Scott.
FOR RENT-- One office, second
floor N( 529 Broadawy. •Steam heat
and water. Apply to I. D. Wilcox.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-









keeper, address in own 'hand writing.
State sa:ary wanted, age, married or
a:ngle, must give references. Address
J." care this office. •
WANTED--Experieuced man to
iicilver and nest orders for teas, co!-
: es and gtoccries. Apply J. R. Lane.
'sr Great Southern Tea and Coffee•s. •
Co.. 113 South Second.
LOST - Between the Kentucky
eatre and Cochran flats on North
Moth, gold locket with monogram
M. V. Le' engraved, containing
lady's picture. Finder retrun to Reg-
ister and receive reward.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
age' of t8 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
spply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit hooks by the day, week or the
sob. Terms reaeonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., 118 Fra
•crnity building.
HAD A QUARTET OF WIVES
Divorce Case in Ohio Reveals a Terri-
ble Record of Bigamy.
Springfield. O., March t -Olga
Hates has been granted a divorce
irrsm Henry Bates on the ground of
willful absence. Her testimony devel-
oped a most interesting- story. The
wife was the clawter of Rev. Adam
Henrici, late of Piqua, and she *as
married to the defendant in 1901 at
Piqua. The couple went to Niagara
Falls on a bridal trip. When they
returned he induced her mother to
sell her property and agree to live
yell teem in New York City.
Bates left, saying he was going to
New York to prepare for their com-
ing. A few days later the bride re-
•-eivcd eon! that ik was in jail in
Buffale. She went to him, taking
with her the $1,400 her mother had
secured for her property. She gave
'aim the money and took his note. He
bailed himself out, sent her to Wheel-
ing to visit a sister, while he went
enn business" to New York City.
Mrs. Hates later went to New York,
vhere she found Mrs. Henry Bates
No. t. The latter produced a Buffalo
oaper containing a cut of her husband
and two women, claiming to be his
wive,. One of them lived in Phila-
lelphia and the other in Chicago.
Hates evidently had four wives.
MIMIC MAXIMS
Rust kills rest.
Persistency is a jewel.
A diffic,:lty is a friett,4..,
Sharp men seldomecut ice long.
stingy man giveth himself away.
A long courtship makes a short
suitor.
A wayward boy is father to the
wayside man.
He is a wise motorist who wears
good walking shoes.
Poverty of thought is Worst than
poverty of pocket -March Bohemian.
Cell on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
finuserleaning time is here, call
Gidley the expert. He does the work






Little Rock, Ark., March 1.--A
special to the Arkansas Democrat
from Hope, Ark., says that a destruc-
live tornado struck the town of Wash-
iagton late last night and almost lit-
erally wiped it out of existence.
Two negroes are reported killed
and several persons were injured.
Among the buildings destroyed
erse the Presbyterian church, Epis-
cbpal church, Judge W. Y. Etters'
residence, T. H. Williams' store, the
residence of Sheriff Wilson and other
structures.
All wires are down and no further
cik.tials can be learned.
'Sh! More Care for the Stockings
Now.
"To be sure," said a demure young
woman with a blush on her dimpled
cheek, ''the shorter our dresses get the
more attention has to be paid to our
stockings. Not that I mean to say
that women were careless before the
walking skirts came into vogue, but it
is now necessary to have hosiery that
not only looks good, but also to have
it the same color as our gowns. rn-
deed, :t is not a bad idea to have the
shoes match the hose. The skirts are
so dainty nowadays that the thick-
soled 'sensible' shoes would look like
hobnailed boots on a man in evening
clothes. Hence this is one thing for
which we have to thank short skirts.
Oh, yes, I know this is a great draw-
back to the department of street
cleaning; but, really, a woman cannot
always be a public benefactor. ,Long
ago we were accused of causing mi-
crobes to circulate in the streets be-
cause of thc sweeping of our skirts.
Now that we have short gowns and
colored stockings to match, we prob-
ably will be accused of growing too
theatrical in our appearance. But
where there's a man there's a corn-
plaint."-New York Press.
How to Keep in a Fire.
If a fire is needed to be kept in for
a long time, the following method !-
recommended:
On the top of a sloe ing fire place
some newspapers, damped and folded
into tight balls; on the top of this
place a layer of damped coal duet, and
then again a layer of newspaper balls,
finishing with a layer of coal dust.
When the fire is required, it will
only be necessary to give a gentle
stir and place a few small pieces at
the top, and in a short space of time
there will be a good fire, says Wo-
man's Life. All cinders should be
carefully sifted through a Small-
meshed riddle. They can then be
placed at the back of the fire, or next
to the wood for lighting, when a c'ear
fire rail soon be obtained.
CLAIM NOTICE.
afcCracken circuit court-George
Rawleigh, executor of Milton H. In-
gram, plaintiff, vs. equity. George 0.
Ingram and others, defendants.
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, nester commissioner
of the McCracken circuit court, to
take proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of Milton H. Ingram, de-
ceased, and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly cerify and file the same, be-
fore said commissioner, on or be-
fore the tsth day of April, 1907, or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the executor of said
estate unadministered, and all persons
arc hereby enjoined and restrained'
from collecting their claims, against
said estate,-except through this suit.
And it is ordered that this order be
published in The Paducah Daily Reg-
ister as required by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the t6th day of Feb-
ruary 1907.
CRICE & ROSS, Attorneys.
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. E. HAY, D. C.
CLAIM NOTICE.
NfeCracken circuit court. Felix G.
Rudolph, administrator of Fred A.
Hunter, plaintiff, vs. Equity. Hen-
rietta Hunter, etc., defendants.
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
of 'McCracken circuit court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities eef the
estate of Fred A. Hunter, deceased,
and all persons having claims against
said estate are required to properly
verify and file the same before said
commissioner, on or before the isth
day of April, 1907, or they will be for-
ever barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of the
administrator of said estate unadmin-
uttered, and all persons are 'hereby
enjoined and restrained from coHect-
ing their claims against said estate
except through this suit. And it is
ordered that this order be published
in The Paducah Daily Register as re-
quired by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the 20th day of Feb-
ruary, 1907.
J. N. MILLER, Clerk
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
Oliver, Oliver & McGregor, Attor-
neys.
RIVER AS YET FAILS
TO GIVE UP THE DEAD
CLARK'S RIVER WAS DYNAMITED THREE TIMES ALREADY BY
SEARCHERS LOOKING FOR THE BODY OF SAMUEL FARM-
ER, BUT AS YET THE STREAM REFUSES TO GIVE UP THE
CORPSE-THIRTY MORE POUNDS OF THE EXPLOSIVE
WILL BE USED THIS MORNING BY FRIENDS, WHO HAVE
FOUND WAGON'S REAR WHEELS, TWO SACKS OF OATS
AND OTHER THINGS THE UNFORTUNATE HAD ALONG
WITH HIM AT THE TIME OF DISAPPEARANCE.
Although Clark's river 'has been dy-
namited three times all efforts to
find the body of Samuel Farmer of
Benton have proven futile, so stated
the missing man's brother-in-law, Mr.
William J. Gilbert, the Illinois Cen-
tral car builder of Wiest Tennessee
street, who returned yesterday after-
noon from MicCoy's ford and vicinity,
the scene of the continued search.
Yesterday the patient searchers had
to discontinue their work for the time
being en account of the heavy rain-
fall having caused the river to rise six
feet l'he night before, leaving its banks
ait overflowing the surrounding low-
lands.
The searchers have found the rear
wheels of Farmer's wagon, they being
located under the river's surface about
fifty feet below the ford where the
unfortunate man is supposed to have
been swept away. Two sacks of oats
he had in his vehicle were also found.
Wednesday the front wheels, wagon-
bed, and mules attached were found
down the river quite a distance „from
the scene of he drowning.
The bed of the river at the fording
place is about seventy-five feet wide,
and the water was very swift the day
Farmer tried to drive his mules
through the stream. Now the river
is several hundred feet wide at that
point, caused by the 'heavy rains.
Thirty more pounds of dynamite
will be taken out today and exploded
under the water in hope that the
concussion will cause the river to give
up the dead. Its the three blasts
already made the stream gave up much
debris but not the corpse.
Daniel Reeder ewes floating a raft
of logs down the stream Wednesday,
and felt something drag on the bottom
of the raft. In hope that this was
the body that point and just below
arc now engaging the attention
of the searching party, which num-
bers about twenty-five people.
The citizens of Benton made up a
purse of else) and presented it to
Mr. Farmer Thursday.
JACKSON FOUNDRY alb MACHINE CO.
Heavy steam hammer f orgings,
machinery and boilers repaired,struc-
tural iron for buildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. Have on hand







Florence, 7 7 rising.
Johnsonville, 10.0 rising
Pittsburg, 5.0 rising.
St. Louis, 15.3 falling.




The steamer Kentucky had eight
hundred bags of peanuts on her when
sine came out of the Tennessee river
yesterday morning. She departs this
afternoon on her return to that
stream where she remains until next
Thursday night.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler depart! for
Cairo and coming back tonight, lays
here until Monday morning before
departing for another run to that
city.
The John S. Hopeniee went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and coming back
tomorrow, lies at the wharf until
Monday morning before getting out
on her return to that city.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out at once
on her return that way.
The Buttorff leaves Nashivile to-
day, gets here tomorrow and stays
until noon Monday when she skipa
out on her heturn.
The City of Saltillo left St. Tsouis
yesterday and gets here tomorrow
laciend for the Tennessee river.
The Peters Lee gets here today
en route up from Memphis to Cincin-
nati.
TheGeorgia tee goes down tomor-
row bound for Memphis from Cincin-
nati.
A telegram from Nashville yester-
day says:
"The river is still rising, and it
may reach the danger line within
the next few days, if it continues to
rise at the rate it has for the past
twenty-four hours. At 6 o'clock this
morning the gauge read 22 feet with
A pack of English foxhounds Were
in full cry after a fox the other day,i
and the field was having a fine run,
when, all at once, two sheep dens
jumped out, killed reynard and ended
the day's sport there and then, tothe
general disgust.




'The steamboat men fear that the
eater will be so high that the boats
will not be able to make the landings.
Jo this case the freight for up-river
points will be in a still worse state
of congestion than it is at present.
The sncamboat lines have been able
to handle only about two-thirds of
the freight that is ready for ship-
ment.
•''Thc steamboat men have lately
leen having a great deal of trouble
with labor. They have not been able
to secure enough laborers, and those
i132 they have will not %%Ark later
than 5 o'clock in the afternoon, thus
crlusing the boats to (ease two to
three days later than they would if
the proper labor supply could be had.
The steamboat men say this is the
main reason that they a,re unable 41
handle the freight.*
Pilots Dan Kane, W. T. Smith and
Captain W. R. Burris arc spending
several days here while the towhoo
Harveater is being repaired. She
broke her wrist and had to leave her
tow of empty coal boats at Grand
Chain until repairs are completed.
The Fannie Wallace returned yes-
terday from Cairo where she carried
coal for the Harvester.
The T. H. Davis was here yester-
day from Joppa after tie barges.
The Monie Bauer has returned
from Joppa, where, after three week's
hard work, she raised three sunken
bargee.
For the Tennessee iiser the
Charles Turner left yesterday after-
no en. •
St. Levis' LeadEng Hotel.
When in St Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel. you'll meet your friends
there.
A visiting architect from Faris who
sees New York city about once in a
decade is authority for the statement
that the city has improved architectur-
ally more in the last ten year; than
in the preceding forty years.
Henry Olds. assistant biologist of
the laboratory at Washington for thir-
teen years, has been studying the
music of birds and has written an






Miss Rubye Vance the Hostess of a
Happy Assemblage Last Night-
Flower Carnival Rehearsals.
Although the elements were not of
a highly favorable nature last evening
any many prevented from, venturing
out, the attendance was pleasing at
the entertainment given by the
Church Furnishing society of the
First Christian church lecture room,
which was well tilled by a delighted
audience that hugely enjoyed the
many line features on the program.
Philathea Club.
Many friends spent a happy time
last evening with Miss Rubye Vance
of West Jefferson street as hostess.
She entertained the Philathea club
members and others in an attractive
manner, complimentary to Miss Katie
Richardson, who will be married next
Tuesday to Mr. Oscar B. Jones of
San Bernadino, Cal., who is nosy here.
Flower Carnival.
Rehearsals will be held this after-
noon at the Eagles' Home by all par-
ties taking part in the dances for the
Flower Carnival, and it is especially
requested that the mothers of all
children participating in the water
lily dance be present to inspect one
of the costumes that has been com-
pleted.
$SP for $ex
We base $55o in 6 per cent. interest
hearing notes, iccured by real estate
and signed by a eesp4insible party (and
we guarantee the payment) which we
offer for $43o cash. Notes due in two
years, interest payable annually. Any
(Inc SI III $450 to invest could not buy
anythieg safer or better than this
Whitemore Real Estate Agency Fra-
ternity building. Both 'phones 1135.
Three Kinds of Tests.
Prof. Stirling, in his lecture, told
the audience many strange things
about their eyes. The eyelashes, for
instance, contain from too to is° hairs
on the upper and eighty to ninety on
the lower lid; these hairs arc reAced
resent every ton days Tear* arc of
I iirre Inc continued.
"i. Netural tears, the little ilood
which nature accretes in the eye to
walb away all the dust particles.
"2. Psychic tears, which flow when
minds ate for the nenment unbalanced,
and,
"A. Alcoholic- tears.
"Tears do not lawny. overflow, be-
cause there is jest a little oily secre-
tion along the edges of our eyelids
which keeps the fluid back.
The Japanese have a peculiar over-
1spflinni fold, which obscures the real
of the eyelid. That is why their
eyfts took slanting. And babies"-all
tOk mothers in the room bent for-
rd-"have just the same fold on
their eyes if you look for it."-Lon-
don Mail.
Complete Change of Climate.
"That Englishman doesn't like our
c'imate"
"And our air is like wine. too."
"Well, we niust remember that he
comes from London, where the at-




Testimonials Received Daily Telling
of the Wonderful Cures of Tor-
turing Disfiguring 'Humors of
the Skin, Scalp and Blood.
CURES ARE SPEEDY
AND PERMANENT
"I was afflicted with fe7/1113 .on rny
face and hands and I wend medical treat- 41
ment for two weeks, but to no avail. I
then coronwneed using the Oakum *
Remedies, and after using two calms of
Cutieure Soap and one box of Cuevas
Ointment for a little over a mouth I
Was entirely cured, Miss Jennie S.
Cluimberlain, Marty, R. F. D. No. 1.
, N. Y., May 28th, WM"
ANOTHER CURE
"I suffered for more than ten years
wit in a akin dimmer. Sorts were on my '
legs and they made nie tack. Physieierts
were called In to attend to me, but they
did me no good. Nothing *sensed to do
me any good until one day one of my
friends advised Ilse to try the Cutieurs
Remedies and which I did, and in leen ,
than four necks I woe made *ell. I
used the Complete Treatment, consist-I
ing of C'utieura Soap, Cutietim Oint- I
meld and Cutieurs Pills and I found
them all very siuyessful. My friends %eft
surprised at such a quick cure, and I
ant glad to tell everybody what the
(Nakuru Remedies have duns kw
me. Berths Simpson, Alviso.
May '21, IAA."
AND STILL ANOTHER ,
"My two children had the ec
the tine one had it for five months
over the body and we had t no doenws
treat her. I sew the Cut icura Remedies
advertised and bought the Cutieura
Soap Bind (\incur* Ointment and Cuti-
curs lathe and after tiring them it women
but a short is hile before she ass cured. !
My other child was also afflicted and
the Cutiseins Remedies cured her also.,
We think the Cutieure Remedies the
beet an the market, and we always keep
the Cuticles e r•vd (\incurs Oiet-I
!tient . erwswon, Love-
lady. Texas, Ms).
lulltitamilkagsa Shy woe/. IAN" Illoas • now '
SIM* Pampa Drosaa. Mr& llseau ass..11oarlosp,W
Cliseerrihamswa, Per* liolsoosa. Psisnristmlsi rms. Noe pees 111 Nara as••..
A. G. Wise. secretary of the St.
Helena committee in London, states
that since the withdrawal of 'the
troops, which has reduced the island
to a state of bankruptcy, the only
occupation of the inhabitants of St.
Helena is catching rats. The govern-





Prevents and Cures Chap-
- !tough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Sevsoves all blem-




For Sale only at,
BACON'S
IltUG STORI
11.1111:1111=1 nit MAIL u utn
WHAT DO YOU THINK Of MIS?
Another big factory shipment of guitars that go at
pekes.
No. 1. Best Guitar shown for the price, only
No. 2. Guitar, Well Made, good tone, extra value
No. 3. Guitar, Two Piece Backs better than No. 2
No. 4. Guitar, Celluloid Edge, Two Piece Btack, fine
finish, regular $3.50 guitar for
No. 9. Solid Oak Guitar, Ladies size,
every way, worth $s.00 for 
very fine tone,
Other numbers from 445 to $15.00.










,ft Mt Book ollb
la Music Man
At Harbour's Departm_ent, Store
GENUINE
fRADEWATER
West Kentucky Coat Co.
C 0 A L
INCORPORATED.
__ PHONE 254
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio 
PM'SBURG
REAL
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
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